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Senator Dodd Addresses Students
Democrat Sits
For Exclusive
Interview

Students Put
Legislator In
Spotlight

BY JONATHAN HEUSER
News Editor
Democratic Senator Christopher Dodd of Connecticut revealed an
intense concern for the economic future
of Connecticut and of the United States
in general during an exclusive interview
with the Tripod.
Dodd, on campus for an open
forum discussion with the Trinity community, slipped away from his meeting
with the Trinity College Democrats to
share his thoughts on defense spending,
education, and the role of college stu-,
dents in political life.
The Senator, who recently
voted in favor of a $2.7 billion bill to
extend unemployment benefits of those
already receiving payments, expressed
his consternation over Connecticut's jobless rate, which reached a nine year
zenith in December as it hit 7.3%.
The national unemployment
rate for the same month was 7.1%.
"This is only one step/'Dodd
said of the bill. "Congress should establish clear priorities and policies that promote economic reform, job creation, and
long term investment in our education
system and infrastructure."
Recent decisions on defense
cutbacks have included the elimination
of several Seawolf submarines, which
were |to have been produced by New
London's Electric Boat, a division of
Connecticut's United Technologies Cor-

BY JANE REYNOLDS
'
Senior Editor
On February 10, Trinity was visited by U.S. Senator Christopher Dodd.
Connecticut's senior Democrat is in his
sixth year of his second term. After a
reception sponsored by the College
Democrats, the legislator spoke to a sizable audience in McCook Auditorium.
Sen. Dodd started his remarks with
a discussion of recently announced deSUZANNE FAUENDER
United States Senator Christopher Dodd talks with News
fense cutbacks springing from the end of
Editor Jonathan Heuser in another Tripod exclusive
the Cold War and how they will affect
interview.
Connecticut. He said that the state is
porarion (UTC).
tain superior military technology and en teringarough transitional period since
it has traditionally been a defence state.
The federal government would production ability.
save an estimated $15 billion, while Elec"We must retain our industrial Many will lose jobs at companies such as
tric Boat faces the possibility of cutting base," he said. "The EB [Electric Boat] Electric Boat, whose contract to build 30
back as many as 4000 jobs.
force would be out of work anyway, with Sea Wolf submarines was recently
This loss, coupled with cutbacks or without the Seawolf, but eliminating scrapped by the government. He stated
in the Comanche Helicopter, manufac- the facility entirely should be entirely that he accepted the termination of the
Sea Wolf contract, but disagreed with
tured by UTC's Sikorsky division, and out of the question."
tank engines to be made by Textron,
"We have to keep the technol- stopping it after the completion of only
which together would save the federal ogy. Savings can be made there, but we one submarine.
government almost $4 billion, means a must keep the technology."
Senator Dodd complained that
grim economic future for Connecticut.
"There are going tobe$50 bil- "nothing is said by the President about
Dodd vowed to fight the de- lion in defense cuts. I support cuts, but what will happen to these people" who
struction of Connecticut's military in- not the 350,000 to 750,000 blue collar are, in reality, the "veterans of the Cold
layoffs," he continued.
War." He lamented that "there is no plan
dustry.
Senator Dodd insisted that to take advantage of this talent" and that
"The first line of defense is to
protect the boats already approved [re- spending reductions could be made in thousands of laid off defense workers
will end up wandering jobless around
ferring to Electric Boat's Seawolf subma- other places.
rine program]," he said.
"$32 billion each year goes to the country.
The senator warned against closThe senator explained that sustain military bases abroad. We can
while he favored a scaled down military, reduce the size of the army, but not our ing down too much of the defense indusplease turn to page 5
try since it is difficult to recreate such an
he advocated that the United States reindustrial base once it is gone. As an
alternative method of cutting the defense
budget, Sen. Dodd suggested reducing
some of the American military bases in
Europe and the Pacific Rim. ..:..••'
Those students prefering a non- undertaking.
BY ELLA MAY SETH
Another subject the Senator
alcoholic setting and those looking for a
When asked of his role in the
Opinion Editor
touched
upon was the plight of America's
respite from the typical keg party now project, the Dean of Students, David
cities. He noted that in the current presiLast Saturday evening , a large have another choice.
Winer, affirmed, "We're happy to do
please turn to page 5
number of students turned out to listen
This year, in particular, special anythingwecan to try andsupportevents
to the musical group " the Nields" per- attention has been given to evaluating where alcohol is not the major focus."
THE TRINITY TRIPOD voted last
form in the Cave. The event, hosted by the social life at Trinity. Both the adminYet according lo TCAC, the project
Week to endorse candidates for the upthe Trinity College Activities Counsel istration and the student body have rec- and its success reflects an awareness on
coming Student Government Associaand the Dean of Students Office, is the ognized the need for a more diverse thepartof students that the social system
tion elections this spring. The S.GA's
second in a five part series of musical social atmosphere. The idea of providing is in need of reevaluation and redefinitop positions consistof President, Viceentertainment which will take place on low key musical entertainment in a cof- tion.
President, and Vice-President for fiselected weekends throughout the Spring fee house setting appeared to both camMs. Magness stressed the impor- nancial operations.
semester.
pus administrators and student organiz- tance of such a venture at this time, statThe newspaper h&& taken an ediThe idea behind the project is to ers to be the perfect solution.
ing, "This series is an experiment both to
torial
stanch on trie &Q.AV ^l^cttonS
provide students with an alternative nonAccording to Trinity College Ac- guage the student's level of interest in
before:: Trie revival 6f this democratic
alcohol related social activity and to tivities Council (TCAC) president, Perre this type of event and to demonstrate to
tradition comes
make use of the facilities in the center of Magness, the suggestion made by the the administration that there is a need
need
for aj'gfeia.-.. ,-,_
campus. The success of Saturday's event student group was immediately em- and an audience."
candidateji •who'run for
as well as the Jonathan Edwards show braced by the administration. The Dean
The initiative taken by TCAC has
,. T t e . i i l t ; f p
which took place on February 8, proved of Students Office encouraged the project led many to wonder whether this organithe
next ~pa|e; fehotlld clarify the
that this type of activity appeals to a wide and, through the graciousness of other zation in particular will be playing an
Tripod'sdecjkianV't*> % ,M -'•",*,
range of students.
offices, agreed to partially support the
please turn to page 6

is Social Alternative

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD OUTLOOK:
The debate over religion continues
on page 10. Abstract looks at morality in terms of Trinity College, turn
to page 10 also. Look for the first
edition of the World Out look poetry
corner, and a humorous look at the
democratic candidates on page 11.

FEATURES:
In a special exclusive to the Tripod,
President George Bush commends the
staff following his historical meeting
with the editor. In other political
news, a write-in presidential campaign for a prominent figure on
Trinity's campus begins. Page 14.

ARTS:
The spring musical, Pacific Overtures,
opened last weekend at Austin Arts.
For a review, turn to page 19. Rainbow Sound Series continues. Page
18. Stephen Sondheim will be the
subject of a day-long symposium on
March 7th. See page 17.

SPORTS:
Wrestler Tucker MacLean won the
New England Title; Men's Squash finished their season ranked sixth in the
nation; Did either the men's or
women's basketball team make the
ECAC playoffs? Find out in Sports. It
all begins on the back page.
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Irinity students need to know that there
I are indeed differences in candidates who
run for top S.G.A. posts. The student body does
have a choice when casting its vote this spring.
Last week the Tripod voted to endorse candidates for the Student Government office elections
near the end of the semester. The newspaper's
decision comes partly due to precedence; the
Tripod was always an outspoken voice concerning Student Senate candidates in years past.
But the Tripod also believes that it has a duty
to educate the campus - the press should be an
instrument for the spread of information.
People can use advice as to who is the better
candidate. It is sometimes difficult to differentiate between candidates when their campaign platforms only consist of their opinions on the future
of fraternities and where they think the portrait of
Marjorie Butcher should go.
Granted, these issues are undoubtedly very
important to S.G.A. candidates. But the average
Trinity student should know more about the candidates before he casts his ballot.
The Tripod is aware of the fact that it is useful
for voters to know which future candidates are
currently doing their jobs as opposed to those
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• ..., The Tripod regrets the
ommission of several hamesjjf,rom
the staff picture which appeared in
thelastissue. Not appearing under
"Whereabouts Unknown" were
Sports Editor Tim Richman,
BudegetDirectorKirstenKowalski,
and Copy Editors Quanti Davis,
Louisa Mason and Matthew
Drinkwater.

Cheezie Alternative
A recent study by the Tripod
has determined that it is impossible to have food delivered to Trinity at 4:30 a.m. on a Sunday morning. After exhausting every listing
in the Yellow Pages under "Pizza"
and finding no one open or able to
deliver, the research team widened
the scope of its search to include
"Restaurants." But after more more
futile phonecalling, the group gave
up its efforts, having found not a
single establishment willing to be
the purveyors of provisions at so
late an hour. The thwarted researchers eventually turned to a
nearby vending machine which
obliged them with bags of
"CheezeKurls©."

Watch Your Step
The proliferation of dogs on
campus is making it increasingly
difficult to negotiate the main Quad
without putting one's foot in the
many doggy packages that litter
the green. This is especially distressing as the Spring Softball and
Ultimate Frisbee seasons are rapidly approaching. The Tripod asks

failing so to do.
Take one of the latest pieces of post office box
clutter as an example. The S.G.A. newsletter is filled
with reports of committees meeting and voting and
discussing and voting some more. It would come as
no surprise to find in the pages of the S.G.A. newsletter a report concerning an ad hoc sub-committee
appointed simply to investigate other ad hoc subcommittees!
The Tripod wants to be the student body's advocate in helping to steer the S.G.A. in the right direction - indeed, away from this bureacratic mess. The
Student Government has the potential to actually
accomplish some useful things for the College. This
is why the Tripod wishes to endorse those candidates
who can start to make a difference.
The endorsements should also make more students inclined to vote. In the past, the reason people
did not vote was because they did not know enough
about the candidates. The College's apathetic voter
turn-outs can and will be remedied. This will give
the S.G.A. student support in general - something
which it does not currently enjoy.
The Tripod hopes that by endorsing candidates
this spring, the sleeping giant which is the S.G.A. will
be awoken by Trinity students who want results.
J. B. A.

that dogowners curb their pets in the
interests of courtesy and public safety.

Heuser in an exclusive interview
which will be found on page 1.

We're Waiting...
TheTripod looks forward to seeing
the completion of the ramp outside
McCook Hall. However, it is distressing
that the project has taken six months to
get this far. One can only speculate as to
the amount of know-how and high-tech
equipment that has been needed to make
the specimen of steel and concrete handicraft.

The library is now offering
use of a large on-line database for
a limited time. The database,
OCLC First Search, may be used
for research into periodical abstracts, Reader's Guide abstracts,
government publications and the
World Catalogue. For details on
how to gain access to this sea of
data, see page 7.

It's Casual...
It is encouraging to see that the
Koeppel Social Center is being used for
some excellent and entertaining events
of late. Last Thursday evening saw a
performance by acoustic guitarists Ian
Crohn and Rob Mathes in another installment of the "Thursday Night Series"
at Koeppel, sponsored by SGA.
Similarly, Music Dorm was the
sponsor of a free night of music featuring
Red House and XTD. The Tripod found
Red House's cover of Nirvana's "Smells
Like Teen Spirit" especially rousing. The
paper looks forward to more such events
in the future.

In The NewsSenator Christpher Dodd spoke
recently to Trinity students about his
concerns and hopes for the economies of
Connecticut and the U.S. Dodd, who is
running for election to his third term,
said that he often looks to college students for support and ideas. In an open
forum with students, the senator detailed
his vision of Connecticut in the wake of
recent defense cuts. The senator spoke
with Tripod News Editor Jonathan

Recent votes by the faculty
and student body of the college
call attention to the widening
chasm of opinion between those
two groups regarding frats and
sororities. The faculty voted to
recommend to the trustees that
Trinity's Greek system be abolished. The student body voted
overwhelmingly to keep the system, while pursuing new alternatives. Other results of the two
votes are on page 7.

Such alternatives are the
goal of a new series for students
"looking for a respite from the typical keg party." Recent events include a performance by the Nields
last Saturday, and Jonathan
Edwards last month, all sponsored by Trinity College Activities
Copuncil. Also sponsored by
TCAC was Razcal Mobile Video
Dance Club, where students
danced to their favorite videos on
a big screen. See page 1 for details.

'Please nole: Letters to The Trinity Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceeding publication the following Tuesday. They should
be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed, although names maybe withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack
on an individual's character or personality. AH letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all leters for clarity and brevity.
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Students For Equality Responds to Editorial-

Program Group Dorms Discourage Housing Freeloaders
To the Editor:
Students for Equality would like
to respond to your editorial of February
11th. First, we would like to say that we
too support the ORL's decision to restrict
program groups to Wiggins, Boardwalk,
Park Place, and Doonesbury dormitories. Hopefully, this policy will ensure
that only those people who are commit' ted to the program group, and not its
housing, will want to participate. This
problem is something which Students
for Equality has tried to address by conducting interviews of its applicants as
well as requiring that they sign a contract
which allows the program group to advise individuals to find other housing if
their degree of participation in the group
is unsatisfactory.
It also needs to be said that Students for Equality's residence in Highrise
dormitory is based upon the fact that we

were only given a choice between Smith
and Highrise. Despite what some people
think, we were not provided the opportunity to select any dorm we pleased.
Highrise was deliberately chosen over
Smith for the 1991-92 year because of the
complaints that we alone had occupied
an entire dorm in 1990-91. Out of the
thirty-two quads which exist in Highrise,
Students for Equality occupies only
seven. We are not monopolizing Trinity's
housing opportunities.
Program groups are valuable
to the Trinity community as alternative
residential options and learning experiences. Those of us who want to ensure
that we live in a relatively noise-free
environment might want to live in the
Quiet Dorm. Those of us who want to be
free to be loud while practicing with our
bands might want to live in the Music
Dorm. Those of us who want to live in an
environment which is different—notbet-

ter, just different—from what one might
normally experience in a college dormitory have the option of applying to participate in program groups. In the case
of Students for Equality, ideally the program group allows a number of diverse
people to come together and share the
pursuit of equality which we all hold in
common, Anapplicant's acceptance into
the program is dependent entirely upon
one's willingness to learn and help teach
open-mindedness. It's not where we
live, but how we live.
However, we are not so naive
as to believe that in our pursuit of this
goal we are flawless. We are unable to
sponsor as many all campus events as
we would like due to a lack of funding,
rather than a lack of interest or desire.
Referring to the "substantial contributions" which are anticipated from the
improved program groups next year,
who is to say what is substantial and

what is not. Your editorial implied that
in order to make a substantial contribution to the Trinity community, we had to
engage in something big. We all have
known for a long time that bigger is not
necessarily better. We, as members of
Students for Equality, feel as though our
contribution to this campus may not be
big, it is still nonetheless significant. In
order to change the world or even just
the Trinity community, we have to begin
with ourselves. If, as your editorial
predicted, this new policy for program
groups sees the end of Students for Equality, it is not because we don't believe in
equality and certainly not because we
haven't tried, but because our methods
have failed. We're not the first idealists,
nor will we be the last.
Sincerely,
Sara N. Wedlock'93
Dana S. Poole '93

Professor Warns That Anti-Semitism Not Always Anti-Israelism
To the Editor:
I want to commend you [World
Outlook Editor Eli Lake] on your most
recent "abstract" column, entitled "Bigotry vs. Opinion," which considered the
difference between anti-Semitic hatred
and anti-Israel political opinion (Trinity
Tripod. Feb. 11,1992, p.10). In that column you dismiss as "utterly erroneous"
the logic which equates anti-Israelism
with anti-Semitism. I find myself more
in agreement than in disagreement with
your column, but I nevertheless find it
necessary to make one point in response.
My response to your column is
quite simple: sometimes—but certainly
not always—-it is the case that antiIsraelism is a cloak for-pernicious Jew,-,
hatred. There are varying degrees of
criticism directed at the state of Israel, a
good deal of which emanates from selfaffirming Jews and Zionists. Many
people of good will, Jew and Gentile
alike, may find the policies of the Shamir
government inexcusable, as they might,
perchance, find the policies of the
Miyazawa administration in Japan. As
you correctly observe, this is part of the
normal give-and-take of political discourse.
However, I ask you to recognize

that there can occasionally exist underneath such criticisms the evil ooze of
racial bigotry. It begins in identifying
Israel as a Jewish state. It ends in making
Israel the supreme representative of a
massive world-wide conspiracy for the
destruction of civilization.
One obvious example comes to
mind: let us look at Republican presidential candidate, Pat Buchanan. Ostensibly, Mr. Buchanan is nothing more than
an American critic of Israeli policies. He
sees justice in the Palestinian cause; he
sees error in the path taken by this Israeli
government. He would stop American
aid for Israel, and he would alter American foreign policy more in favor of Palestinian goals.
'
Heson^el^esporrrayshimselfthe
victim of unfair Israeli-lobby stereotyping, as John Sununu did on the way
towards his downfall.
But we know there is more to Mr.
Buchanan than these sterile policy positions. During the Persian Gulf Skirmish,
Buchanan invoked a tired nativist line by
stating that, "There are only two groups
that are beating the drums for war in the
Middle East—the Israeli Defense Ministry and its amen corner in the United
States." He called Congress "Isreali-occupied territory" and noted that four of

the most prominent supporters of Desert
Shield were names Rosenthal, Perle,
Krauthammer, and Kissinger (get the
connection, Eli?), while the war itself
would be fought by "kids with names
like McAllister, Murphy, Gonzales, and
Leroy Brown."
Here is the old canard that Jews
don't fight, or are disloyal to America, or
push America into unwanted wars (remember Charles Lindbergh?). And now
Israel becomes the central guiding force
in these conspiracies.
But then add all the other dimensions of Mr. Buchanan's anti-Jewish career: the defense of John Demjanjuk, the
column praising Hitler for his determination, the column doubting the gas
chambers at Treblinka, the column in
which' he predicted a "Catholic backlash" against Jews who objected to a
Carmelite shrine at Auschwitz. Taken
all together, we now have an example of
how anti-Isrealism can indeed be just
another branch of anti-Semitism.
If it sometimes is the case that antiIsraelism is anti-Semitism, it is not always so. And you are right to chide those
American Jews who cry "anti-Semite!"
at the slightest whiff of either Palestinian
sympathy or anti-Shamir censure. But at
the same time I ask you to recognize the
very real existence of anti-Semitism that

takes the form of political posturing
against Israel.
How do we recognize the distinction between political opinion and bigotry? .1 have at least a few helpful hints:
1) watch out for the rhetoric which
equates Israel with Nazi Germany, or
with current Israeli Prime Minister with
Adolph Hitler.
2) watch out for those who distinguish between Zionists andjews,orwhen
they hijack airplanes, between Jews and
Gentiles (yes, Eli, I conclude that the PLO
and Islamicjihad are therefore not simply anti-Israeli, but also anti-Semitic).
3) watch out for conspiracy theories.
4) watch out for those who see
Israel as a Jewish theocracy, or those who
bemoan the Israeliobby in Washington,
or those who talk of American-Jewish
"dual loyalties."
My guess, Eli, is that if you find
these qualities either singly or in conjunction, you're talking to the new kind
of anti-Semite whom you just let off the
hook in your column.
Sincerely,
RonKiener
Associate Professor of Religion

Scaled Back Campus Services Help $20 Million a Year Spent Cutting Trees...
Reader Urges For Action To Stop
Make Reading Week A Vacation
to be printed the week after Open Period, Deforestation By Utility Company
To the Editor:
Trinity College seems to excel in
one s ubjectnot normally considered part
of the college curriculum— irony.
It is ironic that students can be told
that Open Period/Reading Week is nota
vacation, and at the same time see services drastically reduced during the
Week. At least things aren't as bad as
they used' to be—SGA isn't running a
shuttle to the airport, and the Cave is
closing early, rather than for an entire
day.
It is also ironic that the College
wants to enforce the "One Way" regulation on the road between Mather and
Austin Arts, when the prime offenders
are Campus Safety officers. If Campus
Safety is going to claim that "hazardous
conditions" result from the violation of
the rule, shouldn't the officers who break
the rule have to pay the $40 fine?
Sincerely,
Matthew S. Burfeind '92
It is not only ironic but annoying
that I wrote the above letter expecting it

only to find that the Tripod staff had
taken a two-week vacation. There is no
reason why the Tripod should riot continue to publish during and after Open
Period. Just because there are no. classes
does not mean there is no news. If students want to keep Open Period from
being abolished completely, we have to
show the administration that we don't
think of it as a vacation. Apparently the
Tripod does.

To the Editor:

, •..-,,.

According to the papers> after
fighting environmentalists for two and a
half years, Northeast Utilities (Connecticut Light & Power) has finally caved in
—just a teeny bit.
The company has anno unced, with
some ballyhoo, thatit will start a modest
pilot program of providing towns with
money to plant a scattering of low-growing
trees along roadside power lines.
Editor's Note:
Strangely enough, word w.as given out
Because of the scaling back of campusjust in time for the start of the 1992
session of the General Assembly, which
services, and lackofevents, there isn't enough
news to warrant an entire issueofthe Tripod is expected to consider a tree protection
over Reading Week. With much of the Trin-bill.
Electric companies across America
ity Community gone over Reading Week, the
paper would be read by a smaller audience.have been planting trees for years, so
NU's action is long overdue. What's
Advertisers can 'I be. chargedfull pricefor ads
that are only seen by half the normal audi- more, it's been taken on a very, very
ence, which would make an issue unprofit-small scale. NU, after all, has been spending some $20-millionayear cutting down
able.
trees and shrubs by the hundreds of
The staff of the Tripod consists of
thousands. So as an effort to replace the
student volunteers who, like Mr. Burfeind,
trees the company takes from us, the
have mid-terms to studyfor during Reading
program is pretty meager.
Week.

Under the plan, not only are the
numbers small, but NU doesn't actually
touch a tree or lift a shovel. Nor does it
spreadfertilizer,exceptinpress releases.
Still, even though it's ratepayer's
money — our money — that pays the
bills, it's nice to hear that folks at NU
finally recognize that their heavyhanded tree cutting affects everyone's
environment, and that they ought to be
concerned about the communities from
which they earn a very nice living.
Now, if we can only bring them
all the way into the 1990s and get them
to stop cutting down so many trees in
the first place, then the public interest
will really be served.
Other power companies have
proved that it's possible to keep the
electricity on with far less tree cutting
while keeping rates down. (Tree cutting
is expensive.) It's time for NU to follow
their lead and stop the Connecticut
Chainsaw Massacre.
Sincerely,
Dan Carlinsky

•"••
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Force-Feeding Rape Seminars Create A Hostile Qimate
To the Editor:
"The woman's cause is man's
cause," wrote Tennyson, "they rise or
sink together, dwarf'd or godlike, bond
or free." This shared cause has been
severed as of late. What were once societal issues have now been relegated to
gender-specific agendas, impregnable to
critique. This schism has generally been
beneficial in that women now possess
more autonomy in "women's issues." In
certain instances, however, this breach
has had a retrogressive effect on the very
rights its proponents intended to uphold. To discuss this issue at length is
beyond the scope of this essay. Rather, I
would, like to bring to focus to how this
schism affects gender relations at Trinity, particularly the rape-awareness seminars for incoming students.
The emphasis of these seminars is
twofold: to offer preventive measures,
and in the process to examine gender
attitudes on campus as perhaps a microcosm of America. While the need to
educatestudentsinpreventivemeasures
is undebatable, the overtones of these
seminars are ultimately divisive and
serve only to exacerbate the problem.
The fundamental attitude of these
seminars towards men is, "Listen up,
you apathetic libidos!!! This is going to
be your rape-spirit exorcism!!!" Ultimately, this sort of sin-baiting worked
wonders for turnout Ask any guy why
he attended those self-righteous rapeawareness schticks in the fall and he'll
tell you: part-mandate, and part-absolution for all those sins he never knew he
cornmitted., But ultimately, these mass
exorcisms were nothing more than the

clumsy picking at of scabs.
By sowing within the male population of Trinity the original sin of rape,
the fall rape-seminars ultimately defeated
the very purpose for which they were
instituted. In alienating their male audience, these seminars treat rape not as an
unimaginably horrid crime that society
ought to confront as a whole, but rather
as a ferninocentric concept that is too
abstract for our football-obsessed, testosterone-saturated minds. The purpose
of showing us reenactment after reenact-

asked to stand up, followed by the re- won't go so far as to say that this selfmaining handful of men. This little game fulfilling prophecy perpetuates rape, but
was to imply that the low male turnout it does do something to the general cliwas indicative somehow of men's gen- mate of gender relations when men and
eral apathy towards rape. At this point I women cannot discuss rape without one
slumped into my chair and braced to be side playing the rapist and the other side
bashed. Of the eleven male roles in the the raped. To resolve this simplistic
production there was not one positive dualism, I implore Residential Life and
figure. The male characters portrayed in related agencies to bear in mind the folthe seminar invariably fell into four cat- lowing when planning next year's semiegories:
nars:
• The archetypal rapist: the vague
•Don't overdo it. We're responnice-guy that could be the rapist in your sible adults; those that want to listen will,
those that don't want to listen won't.
Force-feeding rape-seminars only creates
Women are the victims, but when a woman is raped so is a hostile climate that isn't conducive to
discussion.
a sister or a mother, a colleague or a classmate
•Introduce positive male characters.
rflent is to show us that rape is rape— poetry class or $ven the rapist sitting Not only would the skits be more interunless of course, it's a metaphor.
esting, but it would do harm to the stenext to you.
Weaving the isolated caprices,
•The rape catalyst: the libidinous reotype that all men are rapists.
however, of a few psychotic individuals frat-brother urging the rapist on.
• Diversify your repertoire. Reworkinto a tapestry of "male aggression," "fe•The honorary rapist: the subtly ing hackneyed scripts serves only to
male victimization", or a "gender-exploit- misogynistic professor whose dated ideas overpoliticize the issue and jade the auative society" is not only inappropriate of gender roles camp him with the rapist dience.
but perverse. Men don't rape. Rapists and the rape catalyst.
Perhaps I've oversimplified a socirape. It is this type of alarmist generali•The rape apathetic: ranging from etal problem that's not so simple. I do
zation (i.e. male-bashing) thatresulted in the generally unconcerned to the believe, however, that this fundamental
so much male animosity towards the voyeuristic erotic.
flaw in the way we discuss and treat rape
seminars. (Women, how many weekly
Here then, we have the prototype must be resolved before we can confront
seminars would you attend that pum- for all rape seminars-portray the men as the issue with a clear conscience. Rape
meled you with the notion that all rape is either participating, complicit or indif- is a societal evil and should be treated as
your fault?)
ferent. If these seminars, however, are to such.
Let us take as just one example the offer role models of women willing to
Yes, women are the victims, but
seminar entitled Along the Long Walk: speakup, thenlikewise offer role models when a woman is raped so is a sister or a
From Sexism to Sexual Assault produced of men willing to listen. In this case life mother, a colleague or a classmate. I
by Residential Lifev I was encouraged to imitates art rather than vice versa. Male know a lot of girls, a lot of good friends,
go to the seminar under the pretext that friends of rape victims feel awkward that have been victims of rape. I never
it would not be another male-bashing because of their role crisis; that is, we've belittled such a friend by trying to underdiatribe, but rather an even-handed treat- never been shown how to be anything stand her pain because I knew it was
ment of the rape issue on campus. The other than a rapist or an innocent by- something that Icould never experience.
women of the audience were promptly stander.
I did make it clear, however, that there
Tnis gross stereotyping serves only was no reason she couldn't talk to me.
Sincerely,
to break down any communication that
David Tuch'95
might exist between men and women. I

World &Nation Writer's
Religion Article Criticized
To the Editor:

The article "Lamenting the Fall of
Atheism in the Soviet Union" demonstrates how widespread among Americans is the unfamiliarity with the Bible
or Christianity. I take in contention that
the majority of Americans or government officials are Christian. I'm not
sure in what other countries Mr. Catlaw
has resided, but after living for four
years in Europe, I got a much better
perspective of how much off the mark
that concept is. Some cases in point are
the growing violent crime rate,
America's version of the Holocaust promoted not by Nazis but by those labeled
pro-choice, and the corruption in government and business. The term "holocaust" may offend the holier-than thou,
red-white-and-blue flag Waving patriots, but let's be honest with ourselves
and try to name one difference between
the two atrocities. I would challenge
Mr. Catlaw to find any of the aforementioned concepts among the teachings of
Christ.
Additionally, I would challenge
him to substantiate his claim that the
"separation of church and state" was
"one of those sacred pillars upon which
the nation has been constructed." History scholars know that the country was
founded on the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. His "sacred pillar" is not mentioned in either of
those documents nor even in the Bill of
Rights.
As I understand, the World Outlook writer implied that Americans
judge politicians too much by their,
claims of being Christians and not
enough by their actions. Too many of us
live in his perspective of being "on the
outside lookingin." When will we wake
up and get these out-of-touch Con-

gressmen out of office? We hdve a
smaller turnover rate than the House of
Lords in England, and they have to die
to be removed. Christians and nonChristians alike emphasize too much
what others say and not what they do.
A person who does that never finds the
"truth," but ultimately follows the deceptions and manipulations of others
such as television preachers, the "Protestants" and "Catholics" of Northern
Ireland, and presidents waging their
"Holy Wars."
The very concept that atheism is
not a religion would be a foreign idea to
those who resided under its power in
the former Soviet Union. It has been my
pleasure to take numerous trips to Poland, where millions were sent to concentration camps and/or killed by the
Nazis and Communists. LetMr.Catlaw
try to convince them that atheism is not
a religion.
Jesus calls us not to a religion but
to a relationship with God (Matthew
7:22-23), not to change people through
laws but through love. Jesus himself
rejected the urging of those who wanted
to enthrone Him and give Him riches to
those who were needy (Matthew 9:1012). Although one could not do full
justice to the validity of the claims of
Christin an article of this length,! would
urge Mr. Catlaw and all your readers to
compare their preconceptions of Jesus
to who He really is as described in the
New Testament. After trying atheism,
many of the people of the Confederation of Independent States are finding
that the Person that they couldn't disbelieve away is there to help them.
Sincerely,
L.J. LaBrie
Graduate Student
Biomedical Engineering

TCAC Explains Difficult Selection
Process For Spring Weekend Bands
To the Editor:
The members of the Trinity College Activities Council (TCAC) are in the
process of discussing options for Spring
Weekend 1992, Questionnaires regarding preferences for bands were distributed several weeks ago, and results are
being carefully considered. However,
we would like to take this opportunity to
explain exactly what the selection process entails.
First, ideas for bands are discussed
at weekly meetings. Costs are taken into
account arid acts that we can afford are
more seriously considered. TCAC calls
our agent (sort of a "middle man"), and

asks for available selections. A list of the
individual acts that are. available is sent
to us, and further discussion follows.
Once a more definite decision is made,
we offer a "bid" through our agent. This
bid is passed on to the artist, considered,
and either accepted or declined.
Naturally, this process is time-consuming and lengthy. The wishes of everyone cannot be accommodated, but
TCAC does try. We hope that the questions on the survey were considered seriously, so that we, too, can consider your
responses seriously.
Thank you,
The members of TCAC

St Elizabeth House Thanks Trinity
Outreach Groups For Volunteer Help
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to extend heartfelt thanks to all the
men and women of Trinity College who
have generously supported us here at St.
Elizabeth House in Hartford.
Your genuine sense of concern for
our area's poor and homeless is a tribute
to you all and a living example of how
the tremendous spirit on your campus
Connects directly with the plight of those
less fortunate who are in constant need
of your ongoing concern and support.
I also ask you for help in the future
so that we may continue our mission. On

Sunday, May 3,1992, St. ElizabethHouse
will again participate with the Ninth
Annual Walk Against Hunger.
We need as many of you as possible to help us make this walk the best
ever. More specific information will follow and until that time, we all wish you
a prosperous joy-filled semester.
May God bless each one of you for
your support and solidarity with our
poor.
Gratefully yours,
PaulT. Laffin
Associate Director
St. Elizabeth House

Write a letter to the Editor
Box 1310
• Deadline: 5 p.m. Friday •
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On the Connecticut Campaign Trail...

Dodd Aits Concern For Economy Security Blotter
continued from page 1

industrial core. We can close
Pacific Rim and European
bases— these bases are antiquated."
While reducing expenditure abroad, Senator Dodd
recommended that the government direct its money closer to
home.
"Our infrastructure is
falling apart. Look at our cities:
if nothing works, it's hard to
attract industry," he said.
"We've just passed a
surface transportationbill which
will bring $2.2 billion to Connecticut."
Senator Dodd also advocated the bolstering of certain
social welfare programs.
"We need to support
programs that work. We know
Head Start works, and we know
that prenatal care works, and
we know about elementary education, but these programs get
too little assistance," he said.
"We need to invest, to
increase the opportunities for
employment and for jobs. The
most creative social program is
a job. All that you talk about
should be designed to increase
the economy."
He also voiced his concern about the state of higher
education in America.
"It's getting near
$100,000 for four years at a private college like Trinity. It's the
middle income people who are
squeezed. I don't want it to get
to the point where only those
who can afford to attend can
attend."
"Increases in higher
education are very worthwhile.
Pell grants [named for Senator
Claibbrne Pell, D-Rhode Island]
make higher education more attainable. Before the year 2000,
less than 1% of jobs will be available to those with less than a
high school diploma. 20% to
25% will be available to those
who have a high school diploma,
and 75% to 80% will require
education beyond high school."
"We must invest in
higher education if people are
to be qualified for jobs. Pell
[grants] can help, but they are
difficult to qualify for many. I
want to eliminate home equity
and farm equity requirements. I
want to raise limits of what students can earn and keep for
themselves. The current figure
is unrealistic."

"We should increase
grants. Now 70% of the money
we gives is loans, and 30% is
grants. Years ago it was the
opposite. I'd like to see the figures more equal."
"The student loan program should be changed. We
could collect debt through the
IRS [Internal Revenue Service],
and it would be much more efficient. Scheduled payments
could be linked to work choice.
People can choose their work by
their own choice rather than
because of the huge debt they
have."
"Tuition must be realistic," Senator Dodd insisted.
"[President George]
Bush cut back work study. We
must increase economic opportunity, and we take ideas from
colleges and universities all
across the country."
Senator Dodd, who is
currently running for his third
consecutive six-year term in the
United States Senate, raised
$321,250 in the second half of
1991, according to the Harford
Courant, brining his campaign
totals to $1.25 million.
His opponents have
raised a combined total of
$100,000.

Senator Dodd insists
that despite college students
reputation for being politically
vociferous and for not voting,
students will play an important
part in his campiagn.
"I have spoken at almost all public high schools-1
go to one each week. I have
been on campus of almost every
college and university in Connecticut in the last 10 years."
"I spoke at Trinity at
commencement a few years ago,
and the sprinklers went off," he
lamented. "I hope that doesn't
happen this time."
"I get many good ideas
from college campuses. When I
led the fight in the senate against
the El Salvador/ Contra battle, I
got much support from college
students."
"I'm asking students
that want to to get involved this
fall, and it's not restricted to students from Connecticut. Regardless of where you are from,
I'm your senator while you're
here."
"I'm very interested in
what people think. It's important for people to listen to the
concerns of students. It's important, and it doesn't take that
much time."

Open Forum Lets Students
Question Senator's Policy
Prior to Election Attempt
continued from page 1

dential campaign, "you don't
hear anyone talking about our
cities" and that if they continue
to be ignored, "you'll end up
with two classes of people- the
affluent and the desperately
poor/'
One solution Dodd supports is his Distressed Cities Bill,
which would provide $6 billion
over the next six years to provide "educationalinfrastructure
assistance" in over 300 cities.
The program would be funded
by closing certain foreign military bases and reducing foreign
aid. The Senator also supports
Senator John Danforth's (R-Indiana) plan to excuse corporations moving to urban areas
from capital gains taxes.
The senator also opened
the floor to questions. When
asked about the fact that he voted
against going to war against Iraq,

he said, "I believe the sanctio'ns
could have produced more results." He noted that although
Kuwait had been liberated, there
was no "Jeffersonian Democracy" in that country.
He was also asked by the
possibility of America lapsing
into isolationism as a result of
trade problems with the Japanese. According to Senator
Dodd, the current American
penchant for blaming the Japanese is a "frightening mentality."
Instead, he said that
American industries must do a
better job with marketing and
production. In his opinion,
Americans haven't paid enough
attention to small businesses either; "all we do is sue each other
and sell real estate." Americans
need to change and concentrate
on production in order to remain competitve.

Study in Italy ffiis Summer!

iRNTY-.CXMLLEGE
RfMECAMPUS
June 1 -July 9
Undergraduate Courses in: Roman Art & Civilization;
Renaissance & Baixique Art of Rome; Intnxluctory &
Intermediate M a n ; Twentieth Century Italy
Prof. Bonfen W. Painter
Seafaiiry22A
Eftt'2388

The stories which you are about to read are taken
directly from the files af Trinity College's Department of
Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent. Please note that
all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
The Trinity Campus experienced a startling wave of auto
break-ins and vandalism during the first month of the spring
semester. Reports of some of these instances follow:
On January 12, a Volkswagen (the "people's car", a company that rocketed to success with its well known "Beatle"
model, no relation to the well known but now defunct rock
group) Jetta was broken into as it sat quietly in the Summit Street
A parking lot. The front passenger side window was smashed in.
When the break-in was discovered, the owner was immediately
summoned to the scene. She stated that nothing, as far as she
could tell after a cursory perusal of the vehicle, had been taken.
There was no radio in the car either before or after the incident,
and the steering wheel had been locked at all times by an antitheft device. The area had been found secure by security forces
at 9:00pm, and thus it was determined that the break in had
occurred between 9:00 and 10:30pm. The victim was advised to
notify the Hartford Police Department.
On February 11, at 8:58pm, a student telephoned the Office
of Campus Safety to notify it that he had witnessed an unknown
individual shatter the window of a black 1991 Saab (the Swedish
people's car). The caller reported that he had yelled at the
smasher from the window of his Jarvis abode. The caller went on
to explain that the offender, a hispanic of approximately 5'10",
was wearing a tan coat when he got out of a dark car, possibly a
Buick (an American people's car), license number unknown
(except to the owners), and smashed the passenger window of
the victim car, triggering the Saab's alarm system. At this point
the yeller yelled, and the broker broke for his car. After the car's
owrier was alerted, the owner determined that there were neither
more nor fewer items in the car than there had been previously.
The victim was advised to contact the Hartford Police Depart^
ment.
*'
"
.
On February 8, at0320hours,astudentreturnedto his 1989
Dodge Omni (Lee lacocca 's car), which he had left securely in the
Summit E lot. When he attempted to turn on his headlights, he
discovered, much to his chagrin, that they had been rendered
useless by being smashed, as had beenhis front turn signal lights
and his driver's side outside mirror. The drivers side window
had been scratched as well. There were no suspects nor witnesses
to the crime. • .'"
• '
On February 18, at 0955, a student entered Campus Safety
headquarters to report that the vehicle he had been driving, a
grey Jeep Cherokee (the Trinity people's car), had been vandalized after he parked the fashionable sport utility vehicle on
Summit Street. The owner of the car, allegedly a friend of the
driver, was suspiciously away for Reading Week (formerly Open
Period). The passenger side front vent window hadbeen smashed,
and the door forced open. He did not know immediately if
anything had been taken, but the radio and the ignition were left
untouched. There were several pieces of athletic equipment in
the vehicle, but reports did not disclose the nature of the equipment. The Hartford Police were notified.
Two more obscene telephone calls were reported, extending the malicious caller's streak, but he seems to be getting
discouraged.
There was a rash of false fire alarms in the week before
Reading Week, as alarms sounded on five seperate occasions.
The alarm in the Cook Arch was pulled three times alone.
Campus Safety forces believe that two of the false alarms were
pulled by Trinity students. The Tripod asks that you please do
your part to avoid false fire alarms: remember the story of the boy
who cried wolf. Also remember the story of the college student
who died a grisly burning death.
All students, faculty and staff are reminded that the roadway between Mather Hall and the Austin Arts Center is one way
only. There is growing consternation among pedestrians because of the hazards created by vehicles traveling toward Summit Street in violation of the established traffic regulations of the
College. Further violations of these rules could result in a $40.00
fine, or a squished pedestrian.

... FROM THE FILES OF
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RBMITY HISTORY
COMPILED BY T.M. ZAHAREVICH

110 Years Ago
from The Trinity Tablet; v.15, no.3,1882
Now that the work has been resumed uponNortham
Gateway, we feel it our duty to call attention to the danger
to which all are hourly exposed in passing the new building, Large pieces of stone and brick are constantly falling
from a great height, and yet few of us, passing to and from
recitations, are willing to desert a dry walk for a wet
campus, even with a chance of thereby saving our cerebral
cavity. We would suggest that a temporary roof be placed
over the walk or a temporary walk on the campus.

70 Years Ago
from The Trinity Tripod; v.18, no.13,1922
A skeleton that was probably used by students of
Trinity College back in either the '60's or '70's was uncovered a few days ago in an old building in the rear of the
Orient Insurance Company on Trinity Street. The "homo,"
as a skeleton is termed among medical students, was found
by Irving Sodafsky, manager of the Hartford & New York
House Wrecking Company.
The skeleton was found in a room in the southwest
corner of the building on the third floor and at the time was
reposing in an old soap box. The building, which in recent
years has been vacant, was at one time a dormitory building
for Trinity College, when the college buildings were where
the Capitol now stands...
When Medical Examiner Costello was asked for information concerning the "homo" he stated that while the
bones were in a perfect state of preservation, he could not
determine definitely whether it had originally been the
framework of a man or a woman. The skeleton is at least
fifty years old since Trinity College moved to its present
location on Summit Street in 1875.
from The Trinity Tripod; v.18, no.16,1922
Alumni Hall on the top floor of the gymnasium
building was gutted by fire Saturday, February 18.
The fire was discovered about noon and less than an
hour later most of the roof had fallen in and the historic hall,
scene of commencement and proms and exams and the
inauguration of President Ogilby, was a bed of smoking,
blazing debris.
The fire itself was confined to Alumni Hall, but the
gym and the locker rooms in the basement were damaged
by water.
President Ogilby was one of the first to reach the
scene of the fire since he was in the building at the timePresident Ogilby states that he heard a roaring noise and
thought that the wind had increased in violence. Just then
a member of the physical training class on the floor of the
gym rushed into the office to say that the building was
burning. Dr. Ogilby saw that the fire was apparently on the
floor above the gym, Alumni Hall, and rushed up there,
When he opened the doors of the hall a heavy cloud of
smoke poured out. It was impossible to enter the hall and
save any of the class banners on the walls.
The alarm had been sounded on campus... rousing
the student body from its somnolent attention to lectures
and soon a hundred i students were at the scene of the fire.
One squad, went hurriedly to the athletic locker rooms in
the basement and passed and threw football and baseball
equipment through the windows. It was later gathered up,
with the trophies, the board containing the college records,
and the gym apparatus and was stored in Jarvis Hall for the
present.
The building was erected in 1887 at a cost of $25,000
and contained a basement which was used as a locker room,
the gymnasium, Alumni Hall and a loft over the hall which
was used for storage purposes. The tables and chairs used
for examinations which were stored in the loft were a total
loss.

45 Years Ago
from The Trinity Tripod; v.44, no. 15,1947
Station WRTC, Radio Trinity, will go on the air
tonight at 620 kilocycles. The broadcasting unit, set up in
Jarvis 4, will begin its transmission at 7 with a program
featuring the Pipes as well as these speakers: Dean Hughes,
President Funston, Professor Knight, faculty advisor to the
project; Professor Oosting, and master of ceremonies Bob
Toland.
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Greeks Organize Charity Bowl
For Local Child Care Center
came about in part from a meeting of the Intra-Fraternity-Council and Peters, at which ways in
which Greeks could be more
visible were discussed.
Dean Peters sees the bowla-thon, and other events in the
same mold, as very positive, "As
long as Greeks are here, this is
the kind of behavior that we like
to see, it's great to see them promoting charatible activities. It's
also a good step to all of the
houses working together, which
is after all the purpose of having
a Greek system."
One minor point of controversy in the plans for bowl-athon is the plan to solicit funding and sponsorship from faculty members and trustees.
Although Dean Peters
didn't feel that it would create a
problem, he did acknowledge
that some people might have a
bit of trepidation giving money
to Greeks for fear that this might
be interpreted as giving sanction to them.
Even in light of votes by
the faculty, which have shown
them to be overwhelmingly opposed to continued Greek life
on campus, Peters said "I don't
anticipate negative faculty response. This money is really
suporting child care and not the
Greeks. The Greeks have served
as the major vehicle to get this
moving, but other groups are
welcome to become involved."
In fact two members of
the Trinity faculty have volun-

BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
News Writer

In an effort to become involved in the Hartford community, member's of Trinity's
Greek system will be sponsoring a bo wl-a-thon on March 14th.
The bowl-a-thon, which
hopes to raise $3,000, is also receiving support from Assistant
Dean of Students Kirk Peters.
The bowl-a-thon is part of a
larger effort by the Fraternity
and Sorority system to do charitable work.
While the entire Greek
community will be involved in
this event, each house is also
sponsoring a fundraiser by itself. Proceeds from the event
will be donated to the Trinity
Community Child Center in order to help defray the costs of
childcareforlocalresidents. The
event, in conjunction with the
other events that the Greeks will
be holding, expect to raise a total of $8,000.
The Greek system, which
is up for review by the Board of
Trustees later this semester, has
become increasingly active in
community, academic and nonsocial action in the past few
months.
While most houses have
been involvedincommunity service for many years, recently a
surge in activity has taken place.
AccordingtoDeanPeters,
the school's liason to the Greek
systemythis latest development
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teered their efforts to the cause:
Professor Henry DePhillips of
the chemistry department, and
Professor Maurice Wade of philosophy have both offered their
bowling acumen to help raise
money.
Peters encouraged the
Greeks to seek out other groups,
and also to have other groups
putfortheffort,because "Greeks
don't exist in a vacuum, they
should reach out to others, and
co-sponsor events"
Two fraternity members
in particular have been key in
organizing the bowl-a-thon,
Matt Rosenberg '94 of Sigma Nu>
and Greg Ahn '94 of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
Rosenberg said, "It is really important for us to be involved with some of the less
fortunate people in Hartford.
We should be doing good things
like this, and when all of the
Greeks get together it sends a
positive message."
Other fraternity members
were similarly pleased and expressed thehope thatthese types
of events would go on in the
future.
Said Peters, "With all of
the houses participating in this
event, the Greeks are off to a
good start."
The bowlathon will be
held at Bowl-o-Rama in
Newington on the 14th from 1:00
to 4:00. The Dean of Students
Office will provide transportation.
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'Marriott Corporation's Dave May hands Kenneth Moran '95
his big check. Moran won $250 in a Marriott sponsored
sweepstakes. The check is signed by Bill Marriott.
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SUZANNE FALUENDER

TCAC Programs Offer Alternative
continuedfrom page 1

increasingly more important
role in the social life of the campus as the college attempts to
divert the social focus from
Vernon street. While TCAC organizers point to their limited
budget as a major hinderence,
they do forsee a substantial increase in their role in the near
future.
According to Ms.
Magness, "We will be expected
to and want to play a larger role
in the social life, but it cannot be
only TCAC. Other groups must
come forward."
While the nature of the
social life at Trinity in the years

to come is still in question, it is
clear that the administration is
encouraging student participation in creating a more diverse
array of choices. According to
Dean Winer the dormitories,
too, may begin to play an important role.
In an earlier interview he
outlined this idea, saying, "I
think that in the future there
may be more social events centered in the dormitories as we
attempt to foster more self-governance within the dorm."
The College can look forward to three more evening musical perfomances in the next
two months. TCAC willbe host-

ing "Mary Brooks" on March
14, "Derryberry and Alagia" on
April4, and "The Blue Cafe" on
April 18. Both the students and
administrators involved are anticipating their success.
TIRED OF THE WAY
FAST FOOD
makes you feel.. .and
look!
for quick, tasty, quality
meals
you can have in your
room,
CALL 249-9764
five delivery
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Votes Qoud Frat Future
BY DANIEL J. SCANLAN
Managing Editor
The future of fraternities and sororities was the issue at the center of
recent votes by the Trinity College faculty and student body. The results of the
polling showed the two groups' dramatic difference of opinion on the hotly
contested issue. The student body is in
overwhelming support of the preservation of Greek organizations while the
faculty is not.
At a meeting on 11 February, the
faculty voted 75 to 27 (5 abstaining) in
support of the resolution, "Given the
current reconsideration by the Board of
Trustees of the status of fraternities and
sororities at Trinity, the faculty calls upon
the Board of Trustees to abolish the
fraternity/sorority system atTriniry, and
to undertake planning and commit resources to establish appropriate social
alternatives." Associate Professor of Philosophy Maurice Wade spoke for the
committee in favor of the motion.
The vote was preceded by a brief
debate in which faculty members spoke
mostly in favor of abolition. The conduct of the meeting drew criticism from
some professors who claimed that the
debate was one-sided and that those in
support of Greek organizations were
often not recognized by the chair to
speak. Professor Clyde McKee of the
Political Science department was among
the most vocal in calling attention to
what he called "a cleverly manipulated
and wrongfully conducted meeting."
The faculty vote is non-binding
and is only a recommendation to the

Board of Trustees' Fraternities and Sororities Committee. The trustee committee is presently in the process of evaluating the place of Greek organizations.
By contast, the SGA "Referendum
on the Greeks" showed overwhelming
student support for Greek organizations.
To the question "Do fraternities/
sororities have the right to exist at Trinity?" 92.9% of respondents answered yes.
While only 21.3% of those surveyed said
that Greeks negatively affect the academic atmosphere, 77.6% said that they
believed that the College does not offer
adequate social options to its students.
The survey was notable for the
large response from non-Greek affiliated
students. Only 36.6% of the total were
members of either a fraternity or sorority. A similar survey last year saw a
disproportionately high Greek response,
drawing widespread criticism.
In response to the results of the
referenda, the SGA passed a motion (282-4) declaring, "SGA supports an active
commitment to explore additional social
options on campus while retaining the
Greek system."
In a letter to the Trustee Fraternity
Committee the Student Government
Association stated that it "hopes that
these referendum questions are helpful
in your investigation of the Greek system. We believe this is a strong statementby the student body, and our passed
motion reflects this student opinion."
The disparity between the recent
actions of the faculty and SGA point to a
growing rift between student and faculty opinion on the future of the social
life of Trinity College.

SUZANNE FAUENDER
Trinity's Community Outreach program hosted a
Valentine's Day Party for local children in the Koeppel
Student Center on Wednesday, February 12. Community
Outreach volunteers supervised arts and crafts, the abortive
massacre of the indestructable heart shaped pinata, and
danced alongside their small charges to popular music.
Large stomachs were fed through small mouths with eager
hands as the children enjoyed candy, cupcakes, crackers,
and other refreshments.

library Temporarily Offers Large New Database Service
and faculty with personal computers
connected to the network can connect to
the OCLC catalog with a Telnet proA new on-line database contain- gram/ It also can be accessed from two
ing over 1 million references for books, special computers in the library, a Macinperiodicals, and films is available to Trin- tosh and a PC, as well as the public
computers in the MCEC building.
ity students currently.
The OCLC catalog works much
The database called OCLC First
Search is on a special two-week trial for like the current on-line CTW catalog,
evaluation. It is divided up into fourteen where searches canbe conducted by title,
databases, including Reader's Guide subject, and author. In the OCLC cataAbstracts, Periodical Abstracts, Govern- log, entries contain all bibliographic inment Publications, and the World Cata- formation about the source, as well as a
short summary. The entries can be
log.
printed
from any computer and taken to
The World Catalog database one
the
library
to look for. Sources not at the
of the largest databases, and contains
information about books and materials Trinity Library, can usually be obtained
in libraries worldwide. It also can be through inter-library loan.
Documentation and logon instrucconfigured to show books that are in the
tions
for
the catalog are available on sevCTW Library System.
The database is accessed through eral Macintosh file servers, including the
Trinity's computer network. Students Trinity Public Access server in the GenBYJIMBARR
Opinion Editor

eral Resources Zone. People wishing to
use the catalog from a PC connected to
(he network or using a modem can pbtain the information by sending E-Mail
to "Library@Mail.trincoll.edu" from the
VAX.
The service is available until March
8 from 6 am to 11 pm on weekdays, from
8 am to 8 pm Saturdays, and Noon to 8
pm on Sundays. After the trial period is

over, the library may decide to continue
subscribing to this service which would
be made permanently available and and
have other features theori the catalog currently available.
;:
For assistance in connecting to
these on-line services, students can contact Mr. Al Burfiend, Computer Operations Manager for the library at extension 2334.

HURRY! RESERVE
BY PHONE NOW!

Gallows Hill Bookstore
at Trinity College

DON'T WAIT!
SPACE IS UMfTED!

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
TH1IRS

HOTEL

FROM:

B«T WESTERN PLAtA BGW.W*M

5889
$709
S499

HANDALL UCVNIOWM

$ 5 3 9 Fiiiplaj

MARIA DEL LOUftDK WV.MO.••a

$499

-Store Hours-

MARGARITA tao^io^o

Mon-Frill-8 (203)297-5231

VERANO BEAT (utAonio^n

S579
$669

Classic & contemporary books for
adults & children.
Special Orders

Sat-Sun 12-5

300 Summit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106

O A S I S (OCAOtBONT OBJJXt)

AQUAMARINA GSAWWi.

OURS
FROM:

$649
$S49
$339
$499 ((l
$399
$4*9
$549

SAVt BIO ah tit*t« quality trip gmthagtul AC trip: include /ound
trip air fore, seven nights accommodalioriS. crd round-i'fip oirport transfers.
Above price* « * p*r person, cjcad aswpancy (tripl* © a p e r c y
or Hondoll), ploi tax ond administration fee,

BOOK BY PHONE!

(617)267-8100

Or vtfJl
aiyof
our 12
ouliat
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FINANCIAL
SUPPORT
AVAILABLE for summer legislative
internships. The WILLIAM COTTER
CONGRESSIONAL INTERNSHIP
FUND, endowed in memory of U.S. Congressman William R. Cotter, Trinity '49,
provides a stipend for students doing
internships in the offices of any United
States Senator or Representative. Preference is given to internships with Connecticut Senators and Representatives
and to legislative interns in Washington,
D.C. If you are planning such an internship this summer, you may receive some
financial support from this fund. Please
submit a statement of need and a letter of
acceptance from your internship placement to the Internship Coordinator by
May 15 to apply for a stipend.

Wednesday, March 4—
''Eleanor Roosevelt: A Feminist Life"
by Blanche Wiesen Cook, Professor of
Exhibitions:
History and Women's Studies at John
Thursday, March 5 through Fri- Jay College and the Graduate Center,
day, March 20— Sculpture installations City University ofNew York. Cookisthe
by Brigid Kennedy and Laura Cloud, author of a new biography of Eleanor
Trinity College visiting professors of fine Roosevelt to be published by Viking this
arts. Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Cen- spring. 7 p.m. McCook Auditorium.
ter. Reception: Thursday, March 5 from Free admission. Part of Trinity College
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Free admission.
women's studies program's lecture seThursday, March 5 through ries "Gender Currents."
Thursday. March 26-"Black Women of
Readings—Poetry and Other
Connecticut: Achievements Against the
Monday, March 2—a reading
Odds," an award-winning traveling ex- of "Canto XXni" of Dante Aligheri's "Inhibition produced by The Connecticut ferno" by Peter Hawkins, professor at
Historical Society to honor the contribu- Yale Divinity School. Part of the Barbieri
tions of 81 Connecticut black women in Endowment for Italian Culture's
14 fields of endeavor over the past two "Lectura Dantis" series of readings of
WRITER MARGE PIERCY TO
centuries. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. Mather "Divine Comedy." 7:30 p.m. Hamlin BE-IN-RESIDENCEATTRINITYCOLArtspace, Mather Hall. Free admission. Hall. Reception to follow. Free admis- LEGE IN MARCH
Sponsored by Trinity College Women's sion.
Popular writer Marge Piercy,
Center and Trinity College Black
Thursday, March 5— Reading who willbe the poet-in-residence at TrinWomen's Organization as part of by poet-in-residence Marge Piercy. 8:15 ity College for 10 days in March, will give
Women's History Month celebration at p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life sciences two public poetry readings on the TrinTrinity College.
Center, free admission. Sponsored by ity campus. Her readings will be Thursthe poetry center. Book signing to follow day, March 5 at 8:15 p.m. in Life Sciences
Films
Center's Boyer Auditorium and ThursTuesday, March 3-"Commu- reading.
nity Media," a video featuring works of
Saturday, March 7— Writers day, March 12 at 8:15 p.m. in Life Scitribal video departments and co-prod uc- Margaret Randall and Joy Harjo will ences Boyer Auditorium.
tions between tribal organizations and give readings as a part of the annual
TRINITY COLLEGE UPWARD
independent producers. 8 p.m. Life Sci- series, "Rainbow Sound: Women Read BOUND WINS GRANT FOR REences Center, room 133. Fart of "Video at Trinity College." 8 p.m. Free admis- GIONAL MATH AND SCIENCE CENNative America," a national touring fes- sion. Hamlin Hall. Book signing and TER
tival of contemporary video. Free ad- reception will follow the reading.
Trinity College Upward Bound
mission.
program has been awarded a $193,500
Thursday. March 5—The film
The Trinity Women's Center grant from the U.S. Department of Edu"Battle of Algiers" directed by Gillo
On March 5, the Women's Cen- cation to create a regional math and sciPontecorvo. 7:30 p.m. Seabury 9-17. ter will have two special guests, Veree ence center for high school students.
"Perspectives on Culture and History in Wick and Galina Borisova, for their
One of 75 such centers in the
French and Italian Cinema" series.
weekly lunch series. Veree Wick has country, the Trinity College Upward
been performing on the Russian stage for Bound Regional Math/Science Center is
Music
Thursday. March 5—" A Con- over 40 years inMoscow, Leningrad, and a collaborative effort among Upward
cert in Celebration of the 300th Anni- Kier. Galina Borisova is a graduate of the Bound, the Talcott Mountain Science
versary of the Birth of Giuseppe prestigious Moscow Art Theater Studio Center and the Connecticut Pre-EngiTartini," performed by the Trinity Col- and had performed in Riga and Moscow. neering Program.
Fifty low-income high school
lege Comrnunity Orchestra Chamber Both are presently members of;the,
Players with guest artist Susan Moses, Nikitsky Gates Theater Company in" sophomores and juniors from around
New England who have a strong aptivioloncello, of Padua, Italy. Conducted Moscow.
by Trinity College assistant Professor of
All of the lunch series lectures tude for mathematics and science will be
music Douglas Johnson. 8:15 p.m. Trin- are held in the Trinity Women's Center chosen to attend the Center's six-week
ity College Chapel. Free Admission. on the third floor of Mather Campus summer program which starts in late
Sponsored by the Barbieri Endowment Center. The lecture begins at 12:15, re- June. The program is aimed at furthering the students' growth, interest and
for Italian Culture.
freshments are served.
Friday, March 6—"An Evening
March 6, Michelle Cliff, Allen success in mathematics and science-rewith the Freedom Singers," 8 p.m. K. Smith Visiting Writer, will read from lated fields, said program director DenWashington Room, Mather HaE. Free her work at 4:30 in the Rittenberg Lounge nis C. Mink, who also is director of the
admission.
in Mather Center. There will be a recep- Upward Bound program at Trinity Coltion with west Indian refreshments fol- lege.
Public Talks
Monday, March 2--"Light- lowing the reading.
THE ARTHUR HUGHES
houses in the Ancient Mediterranean"
AWARD
FOR ACHIEVEMENT IN
President
Gerety
will
be
speakby Robert Lindley Vann, associate professor in the School of Architecture at the ing to the Newman Club on Sunday, TEACHING
This spring Trinity College will
University of Maryland. 8 p.m. McCook March 8 in the Alumni Lounge. He will
present
the third Arthur Hughes Award
Auditorium. Free admission. Sponsored be discussing how Catholic values have
by the Archaeological Institute of shaped his life. Dinner starts at 6 p.m. All for Achievements in Teaching. All AsAmerica Hartford Society in conj unction are invited. Please call Father Ray at ext. sistant Professors within one year of tenure and promotion are eligible for this
with the Trinity College classics depart- 2015 if interested.

GENERAL

CLASSIFIEDS TRIPOD CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale:
Gibson Epiphone "Sheraton" hollow body guitar electric with hard case;
excellentcondition $349.00. call 293-1434.
Hartford, Victoria Road
Spacious Rooms, floor-to-ceiling
fireplace, hardwood floors, living room,
dining room, eat in kitchen, and large
family room. Must see! $129,900. Gina
657-2811.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800-9320528 Ext 65.
T-SHIRTS
For your next FUNDRAISERCLA.SS.E VENT or DORM PARTY, order
custom screenprinted T-SHIRTS-BOXERS^BEJERMUGS-etc. 668-1158

SPRING BREAK '92
JAMAICA FROM $439
CANCUN FROM'$429
FLORIDA FROM $119
EARN CASH AND FREE
TRAVEL! FOR INFO AND RESERVATIONS CALL STS1-800-648-4849.

award, which was created to honor the
late Arthur Hughes who served as Professor of German, Chairman of Modern
Languages, Dean of the College, and on
two occasions, Acting President, during
a Trinity career spanning thirty-six years.
A small committee of students,.
faculty members, and academic deans'
will select this year's recipient. That
committee is now soliciting letters from
students who wish to write in support of
one another of those eligible for the
Hughes Award.
Please send letters to Jan Cohn,
Dean of Faculty, Williams 120. Letters
are due by March 20,1992.
Faculty members eligible for the
Hughes Award:
Dan Blackburn,Biology
Jack Chatfield, History
Leslie Craine, Chemistry
John Gillroy, Political Science
Cheryl Greenberg, History
Adam Grossberg, Economics
Taikang Ning, Engineering and
Computer Science
Maureen Pine, Physical Education
Gary Reger, History
David Rueman, Psychology
Paula Russo, Mathematics
Roger Zapata, Modern Languages
Ferguson Prizes in Government
The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890 by the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868,
are offered for the two best essays submitted for any undergraduate course,
tutorial, or seminar in the Department of
Political Science during the academic
year—a first prize of $450, and a second
prize of $300. All essays must be typewritten. They must be submitted to the
chairman of the Department by March
20,1992.

OFF CAMPUS
Windsor Junior Woman's Club is
holding its annual "Shades of spring"
Arts& Crafts Show on Saturday, April 4,
1992, from 10:00 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Windsor High School. The juried show
will include over 65 craftspeople featuring a wide variety of handcrafted items.
Admission is $1.00 and lunch will be
available for purchase. All proceeds will
benefit community projects sponsored
by the club.
Center City Churches, Inc., Trinity
College and The World affairs Council
will sponsor a benefit symposium entitled "The Second Russian Revolution
in Perspective" on Saturday, March 7.
The symposium will begin at 1 p.m. at
the Central Baptist Church in Hartford.
Group discounts of 10% are
available for 25 tickets or more. Trinity
College students with ID are encouraged
to attend the symposium as our guests.

TRIPOD CLASSIFIEDS TRIPOD
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP
WANTED!!!
NORTH AMERICA'S BEST
DAMN TOUR CO. ONLY HI-LIFE CAN
OFFER YOU A FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIP FOR EVERY 20 PAID AND A
CHANCE TO WIN A YAMAHA
WAVEJAMMER. JOIN THOUSANDS
OFOTHER CAMPUS REPS CALLNOW
1-800-263-5604

U.S. savings bond. For free information
call and see what type of aid you qualify
for: ECS, ask for Al 677-4160.
EARN EXTRA MONEY in spare
time and also help in the continuing effort to promote campus safety. We'll show
you how to make big $ selling Personal
Safety Devices. Write to :Personal Safety
Devices, Inc. 1409 Altamont Avenue
Schenectady, N.Y. 12303

DRIVERS WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENTS: Drive an
Ice Cream truck in your home town in
Connecticut or Westchester County this
summer. Sell Good Humor and other ice
creams. Earn $650-$950 per week. Apply
now, not in May. BLUE SKY BAR ICE
CREAM 366-2641 MON.-SAT. BETWEEN 8-4.

Campus sales reps sought by national firm for student product. Generous commissions plus sales/marketing
support for spring/summer work. Send
work history to AVC 22 Francesca Ave
Somerville MA 02144 or call David anytime 617-628-0008 for more info.

» EXTRA INCQME '92 *
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1992 travel brochures. For more information send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: ATW Travel, P.O. Box
430780, Miami, FL 33143

Earn Fabulous FREE Spring Break
Vacation while meeting new people and
earning cash. Work at your own pace.
Energetic, highly motivated outgoing
individuals needed. Call Bob at Campus
Holidays 1-800-627-4791 between 5pm 10pm CST.
.!

CASH FOR COLLEGE
There's money available fromthousands of dollars of scholarships, grants,
arid financial aid for every student who
needs it. Wehave a 95 percent placement
rate. If you don't qualify for any aid from
one of our sources, we'll give you a $250

WANTED:
SUN & PARTY HUNGRY PEOPLE!!!
SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission
and more! Organize a small group.
Earn a free trip, 1 (800) BEACH IT.
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Deafness: A Political Problem
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
World Outlook Writer
As I watch this year's group of
Presidential hopefuls, the question of
hearing is one that constantly fills my
mind. Granted, hearing is not a necessary
componentineverydaylife. LookatHelen
Keller, Thomas Edison, and Beethoven;
their contributions were immeasurable,
yet for either all, or at least part of their
lives, they were hearing impaired. But
should this be the case in politics?
Should politicians tell people what
they want to hear, or what they need to
hear? This question comes down to
whether or not a politician really wants to
be considered "electable", or just a candidate who mollifies the masses with endless platitudes and pejorative remarks
directed at his most vulnerable opponent.
Should it be better to speak from
the heart and say what your education
and knowledge tells you to do, or should
you simply agree with people who could
quite possibly know nothing about economics, historical evidence, or politics in
general?
Unfortunately, this has become a
nonpartisan problem with both parties
contributing to the dilemma. Yet they
have good reason to fear the truth. Who
can forget the annihilation of Walter
Mondale in 1984? He tried hard to tell the
people what they needed to hear, and
unfortunately he failed miserably. His
honest proclamation that he would raise
taxes was answered by a paucity of votes
in all but his home state, and the two most
liberal voting districts in the union, Massachusetts and the District of Columbia.
Was his message so abhorrentthatpeople
could not see the obvious benefits that
could have been reaped by it?
Granted he lost, but is it not the
pinnacle of hypocrisy to turn around and
complain about the lack of government
services? Don't people realize that education costs money, that welfare costs
money, that national security costs money.
Obviously not, because ever since they
have been virulently complaining that
the government does not help them
enough, while at the same time they have

refused any increase in their taxes. Furthermore, any candidate who agrees to a
middle class tax cut is deified.
This brings me to the two most
glaring examples of telling people what
they need to hear versus what they want
to hear. It is the battle of the outsiders,
former Massachusetts senator Paul
Tsongas, and reactionary television commentator Pat Buchanan.
Each preaches to a different audience, and each receives a vociferous

On the other side of the coin is Patrick J.
Buchanan, the reactionary, anti-Semitic, stringent
pro-lifer. He is the embodiment of telling the people
what they want to hear, as he constantly revamps his
politics to suit the political climate.
response for his respective message. Yet to be the light at the end of the tunnel for
both cannot win, and how can one judge some. With his protectionist, anti-forthe quality of their messages?
eign jargon, he will rid America of the
Let us look at not only their unique reproachful businessmen who are rapstyles of presentation, but also the sub-.. ing America of its natural resources and
stance behind the fluff. Paul Tsongas stealing the bread out of little children's
struggled against cancer that is now in mouths. A veritable messiah? Hardly,
remission, yet this might be a hindrance. perhaps a better description is a plastic
This display of courage has earned him politician whose only true policy is getkudos,butthedoubtlingers as to whether • ting elected. Let us take a careful look at
or not he could withstand the pressures his plan to save the economy - quotas.
of the Presidency. His policies are well
Quotas., this seems to be a harmdefined, but they appear to only appeal less word, yet it is loaded with underlyto educated baby-boomers. At the core of ing hatred and ignorance. First off, quohis policies is his eighty-three page pam- tas are the worstform of regulation since
phlet, "A Call to Economic Arms" which they allow poor quality goods to be imclearly outlines his program for economic ported on a first come, first serve basis as
recovery. At the core is more funding for opposed to tariffs which universally taxes
education, growth, etc., but there are all imports. Furthermore, protectionism
stipulations - increased taxes and no will only irritate foreign markets which
middle-class tax cut.
are now just beginning to open up to
A fifty cent per gallon tax on gas? American goods. It also goes against the
Is he crazy? Is this political suicide?
Whatwillhappentohim? Astrongshowing in New Hampshire, which is 98%
white, middle class, shows that his message is getting across.
Yet what will happen in the South,
where he is not as well known, and is
facing a heavy weight like Bill Clinton
(who consequently rarely utters the

Footsoldiers Of Democracy
BY MATHEW KIRKLAND
World Outlook Writer
Working as a volunteer in a political campaign can be an exciting and ter-'
rifying experience. I learned this last
week, when a group of fellow Trinity
peopleand I ventured to New Hampshire to work on behalf of Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton's campaign for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Doing well in New Hampshire
-was critical to Clinton's hopes, as an
embarrassing loss there would have presented him with formidable challenges
by ruininghis "electable" image. Clinton,
as you surely know, had lost his frontrunner status after a barrage of
unflattering stories concerning his marital history and his Vietnam-era draft status. Thus, a major defeat in the Granite
State would have confirmed the saliency
of these rumors and doomed his campaign.
We
lowly
volunteers
("democracy's foot soldiers," as George
Will would say), arrived in Concord four
days before the primary, knowing that
polls showed our candidate twenty points
in the hole and hemorrhaging support
by the hour. Our mission, as explained to
us by harried field coordinators, would
be to stop Clinton's slide and win the city

dreaded "T" word). This is a serious
dilemma for this Democratic Presidential hopeful, and only time will respond
to his earnest attempts.
On the other side of the coin is
Patrick J. Buchanan, the reactionary,
anti-Semitic, stringent pro-lifer. He is
the embodiment of telling the people
what they want to hear, as he constantly
revamps his politics to suit the political
climate. The cornerstone of his policy is
"America First," an old phrase that seems

of Concord — a formidable task.
To do this we had to do two
things. The first was to distribute thousands of promotional videotapes to the
good people of Concord. These tapes, it
was hoped, would convince undecided
voters of Bill Clinton's sincerity and the
strength of his vision for America. Distributing them involved deploying a
small militia of volunteers armed with
bags of videos and lists of undecided
Democrats. (In New Hampshire, privacy
of poli tical views is negated by the furious persistence of polling organizations.
Hence, we knew who was undecided
' and who wasn't.)
Our group trudged through the
dour, run-down neighborhoods of Concord knocking on doors, beseeching voters to look at the videos before making
up their minds. Across the state, 20,000
tapes were given out as a final hopeagainst-hope effort to keep Bill Clinton's
candidacy alive.
Our second duty was the ageold political practice of being "visible"
for our candidate/This meant standing
on street corners holding CLINTON signs
and waving maniacally at passing motorists. Known colloquially as "vizzing,"
this activity gave rise to some of the more
memorable experiences of this trip. Due
please turn to page 10

basic economicpremisethatmutualgains
are always obtained from voluntary exchange. Unfortunately, unemployed,
blue collar-workers are eating this up
like it is the greatest idea since sliced
bread.
This is clearly a precarious situation for all politicians: tell the truth and
lose, or lie and receive votes that you
would never have received otherwise.
The old adage is very correct, "The truth
hurts." But maybe it should. People
should realize that trade is essential, and
that in the long run taxes will only make
this nation better. Granted these our
tough economic times, and people want
nothing more than an easily digestible
panacea. Fortunately, there are many
alternatives that are'easy to obtain and
can only restore America's position of
national greatness.
First among these would be the
obvious - education - if people were willing to learn the issues and fully comprehend what each one entails. This would
only lead to a better government where
nonpartisanship would dominate, making America a cohesive entity.
Moreover, if the workers of this
country produced higher quality goods
in a more efficient manner, then there
would be no need for trade barriers, since
America would once again assume its
leadership role in the international market.
Too bad this is a pipe dream and
that no matter what, this election will
once again be filled with mud slinging
and slanderous assaults on personal character. Who knows, maybe it will come
out that George Bush is actually a Three
Headed Monster who wedded his dog?
As we have seen, credence has been
readily given to the most despicable tabloids, and when it comes to a Presideritial
election anything is possible (as long as
it's not the real issues).
MIDDLETOWN
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God Wars, Part
The Heretic Strikes Back
Trinity College On Moral Holiday
Last week I had the pleasure of attending the lecture of Cornell West in
the Boyei- Auditorium. Towards the end of the lecture, West used the analogy of
a moral holiday to explain the ethical frustration of blacks in this country in
accepting the humanity of whites, given their long and treacherous track record of
racism. The concept was essentially this; when your back is up against the
figurative wall, it is understandable to not recognize the humanity of your
oppressor. A moral holiday is acceptable, but there is a danger in staying in the
holiday too long because one runs the risk of embodying the quality that is
oppressing him or her. I think this analogy of a moral holiday can be used to
describe not only the situation of an oppressed people, but can be used to describe
anyone who temporarily loses their morality for therapeutic reasons. The question
that I raise in this article is, are Trinity College students on moral vacation? or is
their nothing immoral about the collective lifestyle of Trinity College students?
How morally sound is the average lifestyle of the Trinity College student?
The question of moral soundness is a relative one. I cannot hold all Trinity students
to a narrow conception of morality, nor can I deduce a total lifestyle that is common
to all Trinity students. I will argue though, that there are certain accepted standards
of morality that I can measure us up against, and inherent in our situation, there are
elements of a common lifestyle at Trinity College. This moral standard is simply
the recognition of our fellow man's humanity. This moral standard, restated, is that
we are our brother's keepers. The common lifestyle that I hold this standard of
morality up against is simply reduced to circumstance. With the exception of IDP
students, Trinity College students live on an island of privilege amidst a sea of
squalor. This is not so much a matter of opinion as it is reality. Trinity College is,
to a great extent, a privilege and a reflection of a lifestyle that is unavailable to the
majority of this country. The neighborhood surrounding Trinity is a textbook
example of urban decay and poverty. The degree of privilege differs from student
to student, but inherent in our situation at Trinity is a standard of relative privilege
especially when we compare ourselves to our neighbors.
The question then, is can we legitimately claim to accept the humanity of
our fellow brothers and sisters living next door, when we are participating in the
over-consumption of privilege that is known as Trinity College? Can I morally
justify an extravagant five-course meal when the person across the table is
starving? 1 don't think I can. The reason for this is that any system of merit br
dessert that one chooses to compare human beings on, does not justify vast material
inequality and squalor. Therefore we do not live up to this moral standard. What's
worse is that any sort of moral claims, or accusations we can make are tainted by
the hypocrisy of this circumstance. What sorts of arguments and behavior do we
use to justify the immorality inherent in our circumstance? How and where do we
take our moral holidays?
The question of the reader may be now, how can I be guilty of something
as random as circumstance? Life is not fair, I cannot help itif I was born lucky, this
sort of lefty puritanism makes no sense; morality is based on a man's action, not
circumstance. There are two flaws in this logic. The first is that it ignores the action
of compliance; there is a direct connection to our priveledge and their poverty. We
consume more of the whole, while they consume very little or none. At what point
can we hold a man responsible for his actions? Surely we wouldn't excuse racism
because the racist was taught to hate on the basis of race, and lived in a racist
community. The second, and more powerful reason, though, is that this is a logic
that excuses all injustice through a submission to the status quo. There are very
serious repercussions of having a moral structure based on luck, one of these is that
any social change is made to be immoral because it calls into question the very
immorality that is legitimated,
Arguments that justify inaction on the grounds of futility and a relative
merit are common on this campus. I go about escaping my moral burden by
occasionally participating in a hedonistic culture of alcohol and sex. I justify my
moral holidays by devoting a fraction of my time to progressive social change, but
inherent in all of these activities is a submission of guilt. We are all guilty of moral
cowardice. We are all addicted to a culture of inequality. The time has come to
accept the guilt that walks hand and hand with our privilege, and use this guilt as
a catalyst for morally charged action. Morally charged action is the only legitimate
defense against the guilt of privilege and moral cowardice.
The business of progressive social change is not a matter of altruism, but
rather a struggle for the survival of a moral conscience in an immoral world.
Cornell West spoke of an opinion as a deed to'an action. I hope that this article will
not only be a catalyst for collective morally charged action and opinion, but act as
a personal deed to my own morally charged action. The alternative to morally
charged action is to submit to a society that is determined by political expedience
and corupution of ideals, and a moral structure based on luck and the status quo.
Iissue then, a challenge to all Trinity students, to save our collective conscience and
partake in the collective struggle of a society for justice and equality.

BY THOMAS CATLAW
World Outlook Writer

The dissemination of various
ideologies is integral to the democratic
system. I think few will find error in this
statement. And it is with this sentiment
that I receive the harsh and personal
criticism that was levied upon my piece
about atheism and religion in America.
This is to say, I welcome it, just as I
welcome any process conducive to the
expansion of freedom of thought.
As free thinkers, we pursue
truth through intellectual argument. We
should approach this exercise with recognition of our biases and intellecutual
limitations. Yet, ultimately, these biases
and limitations are what we try to shed in
order to firmly arrive at independent
solutions, free from dogma and superstition. It is idealized, of course, but let us
work with these assumptions.
If pure freedom of thought is
what we're after, institutionalized religion is antithetical to it; I shall return to
this. My position of lamenting the demise of atheism in the once Soviet Union,
is not and should not be construed as one
of support of religious persecution. They
are two very different things; and, as
evidenced in the Soviet Union they are
no more mutually exclusive than Christianity and persecution are. An official
policy of atheism is positive; persecution
of believers certainly is not.
Communism was a religion, as
far reaching a principle and practice as
any other. We would aE agree that communism in the USSR was a terribly oppressive force, the casualties of which
were freedom of thought and expression, and on a larger scale, reason itself.
However, to equate atheism with oppression is foolish and an oversimplification of this situation. Oppression entered when the facade of atheism remained to hide, the invidious concept of
an institutionalized religion, in this case
communism. Atheism was indeed, then,
"another cause for a murderous crusade,"
as Mr. Andrew Watts contends. Fanatical —and false— atheism is not the answer to religion. The answer to religion is
a brutal assault upon the impediments of
free thought. Whether it is Christianity
or communism, free minds perish. All
that changes are the icons.
It is religion that possesses this
innate power to destroy independent
thought. It is simply not a question of
influencing choice, it is one of determining, and in reality pre-determining,
choice. If one was born a Christian, already his/her entire belief system is set
down on paper. Deviation from this taints
one's "Christian-ness." If I am a Republican and am a proponent of abortion, I
am still a Republican though I may disagree with a part of their platform. It is
my choice. This is not the case with religion. Granted, that even within the most
hierarchical of religions there is room for
dispute. Yet, how far can individual
choice proceed without destroying the
underlying principles of any religion and
rendering the entire concept useless?
Freedom of choice is crucial in
pected showing in the primary, coupled this discussion because it is stolen from
' continuedfrom page 9
with a frenzied "victory" celebration that the moment of birth. I join a fraternity or
to space constraints, these experiences included the opportunity to see Bill him- the Republican party, perhaps because
self. The emotional high of that night for the socialprestige, perhaps their moral
will remain a mystery to you. Sorry.
At any rate, we vizzed quite a . balanced out the hardships of the previ- and/or ideological leanings are compatlot. And we walked ALL OVER Con- ous days and made our work seem worth- ible with mine. But I am born a Christian.
cord, which wasn't terrifically enjoyable. while. Further, it was heartening to know Having liberal parents may incline toAND we spent four nights sleeping on a that we had, in fact, carried Concord, wards liberalism (or may not). Having
cold, hard floor in an abandoned shoe despite losing the rest of the state (per- Christian (or Islamic or Jewish) parents
store. Our efforts were rewarded, in the sonally, I think it was my vizzing tech- defilres me as a human being. Religion
becomes self-identification and proceeds
end, by Gov. Clinton's better-than-ex- nique which did the trick).

1

Workin For the GuV...

judgement. It is the ultimate prejudice.
One may be receptive of new ideas but
forvever they are filtered through a predetermined value system. The world is
explained, and explained away, from a
distinct and limiting perspective, and its
own equally limting intellectual framework.
Well, big guy, if you don't like
it: dump it! It's not quite as simple as all
of that. To reject a religion into which I
have been indoctrinated, I must reject
my own identity. Rejection of racial, gender-based, political, or fraternal affiliations does not carry the same consequences. None of these labels carries with
it the baggage of a learned and specific
value system as a function of birth. This
act transcends the right of parenthood
and forever hinders the pursuit mentioned at the start. Mr. Watt urges me to
found my own religion for my kids. I will
do no such thing because it is their decision and not mine. What I can do is
expose them to the wealth of ideas the
world offers. The role of parenting is
contorted. How much more care and
awareness must we have to raise intellectually competent people, free from
dogma, in search of truth and not reassurances? We can teach them to swim
and brave the water, or place them in a
life raft and toss them into the sea. This is
the point.
I stated too long ago that organized religion is antithetical to free
thought. It is for the reason stated above.
It is not knowledge and truth which are
sought but security and reassurances that
we're not going to drown. For this reason, religion's motivation is fear. Fear is
perhaps the most inhibiting of human
emotion because it does not prompt a
search for conclusion but a quick fix,
quick enough to allay our fears. To paraphrase Betrand Russell, the purpose of
religion, then, is to legitimize fear by
offering itself as a security blanket that
will remove this terror. This is painfully
ironic because religion in and of itself is
a form of terror. Think of the consequences of sin and non-belief; it's a
terrfying proposition and we should not
be scared into believing anything. This
prompts us to,suspend reason and embrace what is only ostensibly logical.
So where does this leave us?
Politically and socially we are left in this
nation with a repressive, often antiprogresssive and irrational value system
which excludes a large minority and enjoys support from fanatics to blind devotees. I object on the grounds that such a
force is prohibitive to free thought and
cancerous in a democracy. Itis nothealthy
for this nation to exist in an atmosphere
where Patrick Buchanan can accuse President Bush of besmirching the image of
"Jesus Christ," make it a campaign issue,
and be taken seriously. What does Jesus
Christ— or I suppose Mr. Buchanan—
have to do with democratic government
on a national level? Nothing! But this is
the sort of nonsense that penetrates
politcal dialogue.
I do not object to spirituality
across the board—though for me the idea
is unpalatable.'But I strongly object to the
fact that the spirituality of some set the
parameters of debate for the, whole. I
defer to Professor Kirkpatrick's knowledge of the corruption of Christianity by
America's right wing as well as the history of that religion in the United States,
but I maintain that the infusion of religion into politics for mass consumption
please see following page
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With Candidates like These, Who Needs Republicans?
BYTAYWISE
World Outlook Editor

Lately, people have been giving me some slightly negative feedback
on the things I write for the World Outlook section, in that someone actually
said they were less exciting than PresidentialhopefulPaulTsongas. Whenever
I happen to mention the World Outlook
section to one of my friends, they always
get this faraway, glazed look in their
eyes, as if they could vaguely have remembered reading that section, once, a
long time ago, maybe.
Now, I realize Eli and I may get
a tad pedantic every now and then, and
I realize that Trinity students have a great
deal on their minds, like where the keg
party is tonight and what are you doing
for Spring Break, but it would be nice to
get some sort of reaction from you all,
our readers. Look, if something rubs you
the wrong way, or if something bores
you, drop us a line, and tell us to get our
act straight. I'm sure there are a few
people who read this section, and I'm
sure they have opinions; it would be nice
to hear from them.
I was thinking about writing
about the general apathy of college students towards World Affairs That Do
Not Directly Affect Their GPA Or Their
Bank Acccount, but when I realized that
it would be sort of a moot point, given
that very few people pay attention to this
section, I decided to simply, as a public
service, to offer a partial transcript of a
Democratic Presidential debate, in the
hopes that a stray glance might fall upon
this column, and it would help you all
make your choice come March 24th, the
date of the primary in Connecticut (for
which, no doubt, we all have registered).
We join our debate in progress
Sen. KERREY: ...fundamental
change. And I've got the best Health

Care system, whichprobably would have
come in handy, when I was lying in a
Veteran's Hospital with no legs, as a
result of what I did in Vietnam. But I'm
not trying to make any sort of statement
about my war record, or the fact that I, for
one did not dodge the draft. Not to say
anything about anyone else sitting about
this table, especially not about any Governors of small southern states.
MODERATOR: Thank you, Sena-

say anything about certain people sitting
at this table who have curly hair and
southern accents, and God knows how
many mistresses. That's all.
MODERATOR (relieved): Thank
you, Governor Brown.
Gov. BROWN: Oh, yeah, and by
the way, if you'd like to know more
about me, please call one-eighthuumpf
(Gov. Brown is quickly gagged.)
Sen. KERREY: I think we all can

Sen. TSONGAS: Hewwo, evweone, I'm
vewwey, vewwey happy to be here. Amewica
doesn't want a Santa Claus. Iwon't beaSanta
Claus. Thank you all vewwey vewwey much.
tor Kerrey. Senator Tsongas?
Sen. TSONGAS: Hewwo,
evweone, I'm vewwey, vewwey happy
to be here. Amewica doesn't want a
Santa Claus. I won't be a Santa Claus.
Thank you all vewwey vewwey much.

agree that the issue comes down to the
idea of fundamental change. And health
care. Did I mention I was in Vietnam?
Sen. HARKTN: I would just like to

Even More God Wars...

(Editorial Comment: Can you
„ continue!from page 11
imagine a debate between President
Bush and Paul Tsongas? My God, how is unaccepable.
irritating would that be? It'd be the battle
Mr. Watts states that "it is
of Supremely Annoying Speech Defects) people, and not God, who p ut God there,"
i.e. politics. I offer this to his response:
MODERATOR: Thank you, people have done many things throughTsenator. Governor Brown, you're next, out their history, however the fact that
and I warn you, we've promised ex- people erect these institutions does not
treme measures should any candidate justify their existence. Apartheid existed
use this discussion as a platform for because people put it there. So did Hitler.
raising money via one-eight-hundred So did the Soviet Union. All these systems we now agree are evil and restricnumbers.
Gov. BROWN: Well, I think the tive to humanity. They kept us from fulissue comes down to character. And we, filling our potential: economic, social,
as passengers, fruman beings on Space- intellectual or otherwise. I sugget that all
ship America, have a responsibilty to that glitters is not gold/and religion, too,
maintain the highest integrity. Not to is restrictive and not conducive to free

Take
This Course
And You'll End Up
In Court.

respond to these goddamn allegations
that I've begun to use profanity to spark
resemblance toHarry Goddamn Truman.
That's bullsh....
MODERATOR (Cutting Sen.
Harkinoff): ...Thank you, Senator Harkin.
Now, let's hear from Governor Clinton.
Gov. CLINTON: Thank you. I'd
just like to say that I think it's disgraceful
that during this whole debate, no one's
raised a single issue. Now, if you gentlemen will excuse me, I've gotta get out of
here.
MODERATOR: Where to, Bill?
Gov. CLINTON: I, um, well, I...
Sen. HARKIN: He's got a goddamn
date.
Sen. KERREY: Hey, just because
you're not getting any...
MODERATOR: Well, it appears
our time is up, anyway. Thank you all for
coming.
I hope you all appreciated that,
and I warn you, if I get no feedback on
this one, it's back to stuffy and pedantic
next week/Til then...

thought; and, to subject young children
to it is a tragedy. To accept the legitimacy
of something simply because man created it is ignorant. Yet it is this kind of
blind acceptance that charcterizes religion.
Perhaps in the end, Religion is
The Answer. But let the pursuit for truth
occur on an individual level and in a
place, and consequently a state, which
allows us to explore the possibilities free
from social and intellectual constraints.
Militant atheism is not the answer. But a
benign atheism where the democratic
ideal has shed its religious skin, is. There,
individual freedom of thought and individual freedom of religion may finally
and successfully co-exist.
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STUDY IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
Netv Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session

f STANLEY H. KAPLAN
J L Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
We offer prep courses for the PSAT, SAT, ACT, LSAT,
GMAT, GRE and MCAT tests at over ISO locations worldwide.
For more information call 1-800-KAP-TEST

Representative: Tom Roberts
Wed. March 11, 1992
11:30 - 1:00 Great Britain & Ireland
Alumni Lounge Mather Campus Clr.
3:00 - 4:45 Australia & New Zealand
Mather Campus Ctr Commiucc Room
For further Information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad, Butler University, 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis. IN 46208, Tel: 317/283-9336 or 1/800-368-6852 Ext. 9336.
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Reading, Writing and Running for Governor...

Connecticut Update: State Education
According To Governor Weicker
have been left unfilled in the four universitysystem. Theproposedbudgetwould
eliminate 228 more positions. This situation has a very real effect on students.
Courses are being eliminated and offered less often. English courses that are
designed for intense discussion are be-

BY CRAIG BRAMLEY
Metro-Hartford Writer

fects of the cuts are a number of quality
of life effects. The infrastructure of
UCONN is rapidly deteriorating. The
visible results include rotting door
frames, peeling paint, broken heaters,
and a conspicuous lack of landscaping.
These may seem trivial, but the quality

to public higher education. It is often
viewed as a service that helps only a
small portion of the population. This
The public higher education
is clearly not the case. A high quality
system of the State of Connecticut is in
system of higher education that is open
crisis. The budget that has been proto members of all social classes raises
posed by Governor Lowell Weicker
the potential for economic growth in
would cut funding to the four state
the State. It is also the staple of an
universities, as well as the community
effective democracy.
It may be difficult for many members of the Trinity commuand technical colleges. The University
It may be difficult for many
of Connecticut would receive $7.2 milmembers of the Trinity community to
nity to understand the magnitude of the problems described
lion less than is being provided this
understand the magnitude of the probabove. While many Trinity students deal with personalfinancial
year. To cover this gap, the Chairman
lems described above. While many
problems, we live in a relatively ideal academic situation.
of the Board of Trustees at the UniverTrinity students deal with personal
sity says that tuition would have to be
financial problems, we live in a relaincreased by 40 percent. Over the last ing taught to classes of 140 students. of an education is closely related to the tively ideal academic situation. Acthree years, tuition has been increased Professors are not able to be accessible or quality of life of the students.There are cess to quality education higher eduby 43 percent. Similar situations exist at respond on a personal level to students. two main reasons that the State's higher cation should be available to all qualithe community and technical colleges. The rise in tuition has priced the system education system has been a target dur- fied applicants. The quality of the
In these cases, proposed budget sup- out of the reach of many potential stu- ing the budgetary crisis. First, students education must be measured by a set a
plies 13 percent less than the amount dents. UCONN President Harry J. are, for the most part, not politically ac- criteria that extends beyond the ability
necessary to maintain the current ser- Hartley claims that for each $100 in- tive. In the past, it has not been a political of professors in the classroom. It must
vice level.
crease in tuition, the university looses 60 liability for legislators to propose cuts in consider that limitations that a poor
The current underfunding of students. The majority of students hold funding for higher education. This may quality of life can place on a student.
the system and the proposed cuts have apart time job to help cover costs and the change as students become painfully To this quality system of higher educavery real effects that are not easily ap- number of students taking a year off to aware of the costs of their apathy. The tion all must be committed, because
parent to the casual observer. Cur- work is on the rise.
second reason that the system has been the benefits of this system extend to
rently, 130 faculty and staff positions
Along with the educational ef- targeted is that there is little commitment everyone.

Hartford In Brief
On Learning Our ABCs

salad had an excellent oil and vinegar
dressing and was large for a salad accompanying dinner.
The lasagna was very good (the
Many of us are familiar with
tomato
sauce was especially) and served
"ABC Pizza" for their deliveries, (237
New Britain Avenue, at the intersection very hot as well. My friend ordered a
of Summit and New Britain; 247-0234) cheese pizza and said it was excellent.
but have you ever gone to their dining The portions were very large; neither of
room? I recently ate lunch there on a us finished our meals so we requested
weekday afternoon. A friend and I were doggie bags. The food was not that
the only people in the restaurant although expensive, my meal cost $6,25 including
we could hear orders received for deliv- the salad and bread were in the price.
The service was excellent (we were, after
ery.
all, the only ones in the place). Overall,
There is a nice dining room at ABC's is a nice place to sit down and
ABC Pizza as well as great food. It have a good meal with a friend, or alone.
brought back memories of pizza parlors The food is excellent and the location
across the nation; small family owned convenient.
business with great food.
It was rather small, but there were
two rooms and a juke box. It's nice ABC Pizza:
discovering restaurants within walking 237 New Britain Ave. 247-0234
distancesof campus that serve good food Quality:
and aren't outrageously expensive.
Price:
I ordered lasagna, which was Maximum Rating For Each Category is 5
served with tossed salad and bread. The
BY JENNIFER INGEESOLL
Special to the Metro-Hartford Section

THE'WRITINGCENTER
115 Vernon Street
Individual lutoring
Monday - Friday 1:00 - 4:00 PM
Monday - Thursday 6:30 - 9:30 PM
Mac and PC available for student use
!! WE'RE NETWORKED!!

I Neyer Got Economics, Anyway...Mary Downing has a brand
new theory on the tepid Connecticut economy: the stars. At a convention of Astrologers in Connecticut, she told the crowd that there was a
"simultaneous station of Uranus and Neptune/' and that would be a
large drag for the economy. She cited Uranus as a really major problem,
saying, "Uranus is like having the IRS come and audit your taxes."
The Governor goes spacey...Lowell Wieker drastically cut social
services in his recently submitted budget last week; if that part of the
budget is passed, it could put 8,000 more out of the shelters and onto the
streets. Hartford could end up having to take up a large part of the slack;
it's predicted that the city could have to spend over $12 million to
compensate for the cuts.
Special Schools...The hartford Board of education endorsed a
plan to turn three area middle schols into specialty schools, one dealing
with communications and preforming arts; one to focus on science and
mathematics; and one to focus on language and classics.
You need a scorecard to keep track of the players...Town politics
is getting extremely convoluted, as Edwin Vargas, probably the most
powerful Puerto Rican player in city politics has joined forces with
Hartford mayor Carrie Saxon-Perry; Vargas is now running for Town
committee chairman in the 6th district as a part of Perry's coalition slate.
Perry's opponents are trying extremely hard to defeat Vargas ion the
sixth district, and many say that the race could determine the direction
of Hartford state politics for quite a few years.
Dissension In the Ranks!...Another blow was dealt to Perry's
stranglehold on town politics, as her half of her own handpicked city
council tried to reappoint Jorge Simon as the city's corporation council;the
motion, however, was withdrawn. Perry has led the fight to get Simon
out of that position.
AFew Good People...TheGreater Hartford Jaycees recognized six
Hartford citizens for their extraordinary work on behalf of the city over
the past year. Those that were named were James Jackson, Policeman of
the Year; Michael Gorman, Firefighter of the Year; Marie Bendanz,
Individual of the Year; Dr. David Crombie, Boss of the Year; Jose Colon,
Young Citizen of the Year; and Anne MacGilles, Volunteer of the Year.

Drop in or call 297-2468 for an appointment
LATE NIGHT HOURS - Marriott
Sunday, Monday, and Thursday 10 'til Midnight

There will be a meeting of The Trinity Tripod on Tuesday
night, 7:oo p.m. All interested writers, photographers and cartoonists are welcome. The Tripod office is in the Rev. Abner
Jackson dormitory.
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b That A Five-Iron In Your Pocket-?
BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
Features Editor

Someone once described golf as a
nice walk ruined. That's a little harsh but
look at the utter stupidity of the game.
You're hitting a ball the size of a lemon
into a hole the size of cantaloupe in an
area as large as several football fields. I
can't even parallel park and I think I can
do this?
One spring, my Dad and I had the
inspiration of learning how to play the
game. It sounded great to me. The idea of
frolicking in the sun on a beautiful course
seemed copasetic to me. Anyway, it beats
playing bocci with the old, Italian men in
my village.
With a bounce in our step, Dad and
I set off on our journey. When we got to
the public golf course near our house, we
were in for a little surprise: a two hour
wait for a tee time. When we heard that,
we did what any rookie golfer would do.
No, we did not practice on either the
driving range or the putting green. Rather,
we went to the bar and ate bowlfuls of
peanuts. Don't consider this a lazy gesture. Peanuts have the uncanny knack of
removing the need to go to the bathroom.
So, when you're in the middle of the
wilderness looking for your ball, you
won't have the desire to squat behind a
bush. Thus, in all actuality, my Dad and
I were preparing.
When our tee time finally arrived,
we were told that we would be paired
with a man who was already at the tee. To
our surprise, our partner did not seem to
be there. The only person at the tee was a
crusty-looking old guy who looked like
he remembered taking a boat ride with a

bearded man and two of every animal.
The guy was so old that his golf cart had
handicapped plates. Folks, he was old.
As soon as he saw my Dad and I, he
came over and introduced himself. "Hi,
I'm Happy and I'll be playing with you
guys tonight."
"Your name is what?" my Dad
asked inquisitively.

"Happy!"
Well, I'm not one to make fun of
names, especially because I have friends
by the name of Lipschitz and Dickman
but this guy assumed the personality of
his name. He oozed an upbeat aura that
was as sickening as a Barry Manilow
song (only kidding Barry, you'll always
be the king in my court).
Anyway, it was time to tee off.
Naturally, Happy let my Dad have the
honors. Before I start, let me describe my
Dad. He looks like Lee Trevino. He also
has a wild array of multicolored pants,
plaid shirts and enough golf gadgets to

stop a charging emu. (An aside: since my
Dad picked up the sport of golf, he is
bombarded with needless golf gifts on
holidays. I once gave him a range finder.
This little do-hickey tells you how far
away you are from the pin so you can
choose your club accordingly. Problem
is, my Dad doesn't really distinguish
between the different clubs yet. It doesn't

Have you ever experienced a down feeling caused by a possible climatic event
turned sour? Well, Dad, Happy and I did
after Dad's ball trickled down the hill,
ten yards from the tee. This is followed
by my Dad's trademark cursing of the
ball which makes me feel homesick every time I hear it. This event was bad but
my Dad made it worse by chasing his
ball, picking it up and reteeing it. I thought
nothing of this gesture but apparently
Happy did because he came over to me
and said, "That's not exactly legal."
I answered him, "Not really but
that's okay. We stink. We follow the mind
over matter rules. Since we don't mind
cheating, it don't matter."
Let's just say that this little social
faux pas set the stage for the day's mood.
It also hurt that my Dad and I lost a
combined forty-five balls on the first nine
holes alone. You can tell Happy was in
the midst of an internal struggle: he
wanted to kill us, slowly, using only his
bare hands but his joyful inner self would
not allow it. With each Grand Canyonlike divot we made and each seven putt
hole we suffered through, Happy grew
matter how far away he is from the green more and more hot. Something had to
because he basically hits the same shot give and I'm really sorry that it had to be
•
with every club: a ground ball that rolls his knee.
fifty yards. It's consistency like this that
Allow me to clarify that last senmakes Dad my idol).
tence. On the twelfth hole, my score bore
• So, my Dad steps up to the tee and a striking resemblance to Einstein's I.Q.
prepares to swing. Beginning is always As I was preparing to hit, I saw Happy in
the most nerve racking part of the game the middle of the fairway, about two
because everyone is watching. You don't hundred yards ahead of me. I asked my
want to sere w up in front of strangers (as Dad, "Maybe I should yell and warn him
opposed to screwing up the next seven- that I'm about to hit?"
teen holes in front of your group and the
Judging from my Dad's laughing
ducks that have a penchant for making fit, I gauged that Daddy did not believe I
doo-doo on your ball). So, after five minplease turn to page 14
utes of preparation, my father swung.

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
Due to our basically being shunned by the good students of Trinity, we became
psychotic. So, we wandered aimlessly around campus arid talked to different
things. No question this week -just responses. •
"-• -,

Fire Alarm '94: Don't pull me
unless there's really a fire. It's
all fun and gaaies until Elton
bums down.

Lamp Post '92; Look at me. I
am hypnotic in a phallic sort
of Way,

Fire Hydrant '93: Help me!
There is a big German Shepherd coming my way

Bench '94; Come sit on. me,
Heh,heh,helv. ,

Meridian Mail Mary UDP): I
may not be 1-900-909-EROS,
but I've got two big memory
glands.

Elton Hall '48; rfey, Jones
people, I see you getting un a ,'j
dressed every night. •
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More Poetic license Decision'92: May Day In
From The Haiku Coiner November. Just Beef, Baby.
BY CLIFF FULLER
Features Editor

BY LL'CAS TERRANOVA, SUNTAY PAUL,
PAUL SCZURE^&BRETLINDEMUTH
Hello, Haiku is back Due to the overwhelming response, we at Haiku
Central were forced to come up w ith topics ol our own for this w eek'a selection
of haiki. It should be obvious to all, that our genre has no limits, M> please feel
no reservation.", when picking potential plots for poems. We write 'em all. If
impulse strikes you at some moment, Fell hee to call the Haiku Hot-1 me, 1-800
HAIKU-ME or call us at ext. 2851. Again, for all you do, this haikii's for you. So
kick back, lelax. and enjoy
I shake rattle and roll, "Even thing is tine, just idax, breath easy " I'm
lold
Now how does that Lanwze thing go? 1.2... 1,2, No! 1,2,3 .. N'o, Damn!
I wondered, I could probably slug that big ol' nurse in the jaw, and they'd
all pass it off as some post-sei/uie-random teflex. Whap1
[ feel the connection. Her eyes go buggy. 1 snicker. She goes down. What
a thrill.
As «.he's swept up into a dust pan, I giovv pensive. Mv eyes tear I crv out,
"Down with me, may 1 be banished. Max 1 rot to my death."
Then m/ kid spewed out of me like a banana held too hrmh.
Then out iame another, and another! And then a Son\ Trinili tin!! and still
mote: A family camper with a tow boat in tew1" Ifol> bonan/a!" Pa earned my
boyfriend.
''Euieka! we've stiuck gold. You could become the no\l big game show 'Hei Loin Is Wild,' or The Lo\e Contraption/ better yet, 'Her I'rcgnancv Is
Right!' People could compete to guess whal valuable prize would be born from
} our bell} next. We'll make millions ,, We're gonna be lich. Oh baby , jour the
best!"
Look, up in the sky, if s a bird, its a plane; no it's a piece ot moist biead.
It arcs across the skj. A slim stream of spittle and mucus trailing behind.
"Bones in the chicken salad, Blood in the eggs, and now wood parts in the
whole wheat!"
"You cleared my windpipe quicker than I could say Heimlich. How can I
return the favor?"
"Funny you should ask. I haven't been terribly regular for a while, how
'bout an enema?"
. ' "Well, I don't think a Heimlich will work on that, how 'bout makin'
' friends with niy turkey baste* and some blow bubble solution." s
"The very thought moves me - no sei iously, it's really moving me! Oh
my god' I'm quaking!!!"
That night, a beautiful friendship had begun. Perhaps the only sob story
rested with Manny, the little French busboy, who had to clean up the mess.

onto the Beef Board. It harbors creativity
and preserves the individual's voice. It
Is it too late for a potential Presi- even allows people to think that they are
dential candidate to throw his hat into writing to David Letterman (viewer mail,
the ring? Notwithstanding President actual mail from actual viewers...), hence
Bush's request for Tom Gerety in his the periodic stabs of humor.
letter to the Tripod (see following page),
David May then addresses each
I believe that a serious contender is being commentary swiftly and judiciously
overlooked (he's that good). A virtual (with a typed, signed response) either by
shoo-in, if the students on this campus making the changes or by explaining
make him a write-in, a la Cuomo. Of why he cannot. And this is what makes
course you know who I'm referring to Mr. May a dark horse contender in this
now - David May, Director of Marriot year's upcoming election. His grass roots
Food Services. Case in point - Dave's approach is just what the populus is seekBeef Board, a low-key and highly suc- ing. No Bull, Just Beef. Why shouldn't
cessful bastian of democracy (?).
Dave take his show on the road? Armed
The average Trinity diner, repre- with the Beef Board, a mighty plank in
sentative of Everystudent, voices a griev- his platform, he can propose regional,
ance upon finding an aspect of the din- state, national, and international Beef
ing hall unsatisfying. Said disgruntled Boards as a means of instituting change.
diner will then exercise his/her A network of napkins, pinned to Boards
unalienable right to complain (although everywhere! David May for President!
bitch is usually more like it), by taking Start by posting your ballots on the Beef
pen to napkin, frosted with the entree of Board (remember, the longest journeys
the day. And thus the common peoples' begin with one step). On stained napvoice is registered for all to see, pinned kins, of course.

Foie! Happy Is Happy No More.
continuedfrom page 13

could reach Mr. Happy. So, I stepped up
to the ball and did my best impression of
Mickey Mantle. Folks, let me tell you
that I smoked the ball. It flew off my club
like a beautiful, straight arrow. Problems soon arose when the arrow's destination seemed to be Happy's heiny. The
old fella' made a gallant effort to get
away but the ball was on a mission. The
ball landed, bounced once, then hit
Happy on the knee. Although the ball
slowed down profusely due to the
bounce, Happy still didn't look glad. At
first I thought he would be "happy"
because it was my first good shot of the
game but I soon came to the conclusion

that his yells were not of the vile genre. I
can't tell you what he yelled to me but I
will say I never considered possible the
logistics of where he wanted me to put
my putter.
Looking back on that day, I now
laugh because my Dad and I were really
bad. Now, we're only bad. Still, I wonder
what Happy said to his wife when she
said, "Honey, what is the matter. You
look so unhappy. Didn't you have fun
playing golf?"
I bet Happy answered, "I'm never
playing that $%A%# game again...and
don't call me Happy anymore!"
By the way, happy 19th birthday
Karen!

This was the only haiku tor which a theme was suggested, The fraternities.
Timid, estranged, I entered a sect.
I left my home, my path astmight. Now I stumble, though nothing's in
my wav.
There aie places, homes, that give myseJt its definition.
It's all quite simple, Darwinian in fact, safety m numbers.
We've faced dissenters, individuals who wif-h to pound our Athenian
behemoth to ruins but we shall remain steadfast! DiscipleB, show us your support with
round ot cheers,
What followed was the most grandiose socjal event in the course ot
civilization.
The Beer Chug, Puking for Distance & Team Speed Scamming; all in all, it
was
Les Olympiques Dii Greek

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

TWO TWO

W0UFTSIN
GET A LIFT FROM PETER RAN BUS LINES
PLUS A LIFT TICKEXJO SKI STRATTONI
Give yourself a
lift to affordable
skiing this winter
with the Peter Pan
Ski Express! One
fabulously low package price inclucteS a
hassle-free, comfortable
roundtrip coach ride to
Stratton Mountain, plus
an all-day lift ticket to
great skiing on southern
Vermont's highest peak.
Check out the departure point

nearest you, then call
1/800-237-8747, ext. 270,
for reservations.
And remember, even if
you don't need a lift to the
mountain, you can save
every day on lifts up the
mountain with stratton's
, $10 College Discount
on all-day lift tickets!
Current college ID
required.

Sfaflbn
VERMONT

£i Stratton Corporation, 1991
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Tripod Editor Meets President!
During the first weekend of Reading Week, when most students were busily tending to their studies, Tripod Editor Jay
Akasie headed north and braved the cold New Hampshire weather to meet the President of the United States.
Mr. Bush spent a full five minutes with the Tripod Editor. The two men talked politics, religion, philosophy... it was wild.
A few days later Trinity's newspaper recieved a thoughtful letter from the President, and what follows, as they say, is history...

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Jay Akasie
The Trinity Tripod
300 Summit Street
-Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106

Feb 20, 1992
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington D.C. 20016

Dear Jay,
What a pleasure to meet you. I read the Tripod weekly myself, to try and keep abreast
of what's going on in the collegiate circles. Boy, I am really beginning to feel dated-no hard booze at formal functions! Who would have ever thought? I guess there is a new
trend in academia, i.e. no fun. We always had spirits at Yale.
In Congress we specialize in what is called" acerebral legislation—most of our
politicians were at one time college presidents. Tom Gerety, another Yale graduate, is
the type we're looking for. My question to you is, do you, being the editor of the paper,
think that Trinity would be able to find a suitable replacement for him if we were to
invite him down to D.C? Presidents of his caliber are hard to come by, believe me I
know, but we need someone like Tom Gerety in Washington.
Finally, I wish to congratulate you on your first three enormously entertaining
and enthralling issues—that one about the committee planning new uses for the Koeppel
Center had me on the edge of my seat. Gulf War, Schmulf War, that's real news!
Best of luck with the rest of the term's news, and hats off to the crew.

, Your friend,

•

George Bush

GHWB/nmma

TRH

Tripod Editor Jay Akasie (second from left) catches the attention of
our nation's President. Behind Akasie is old acquaintance Marlin
Fitzwater, White House spokesman. Akasie is seen here
accompanied by other distinguished members of the press corps,
including CNN's Charles Bierbauer.

JOHN FICAMNEWSWEEK
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Who Is Hamionizing Along The Long Walk ?
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor ;

own. Thegrouphasifsownsetofquirksand
traditions that keep it well in "tune." Some
of these traditions, such as the annual Button
It's 1030 pm. You're walking down Down Concert and the display of colorful
the Long Walk prepared for an evening of bow ties are easily explainable. But there is a
studying at the library. Then from out of <xrtainsetofdynamics,expressions,andbody
nowhere, (or is it the Seabury Chapel?) you languagethatwordscannotdescribe. Whatdistinctly hear a rather unique version of the ever its label, this added ingredient serves as
famousGuns-n-RosestuneP«rarfiseO'ti/. Are the lifeline for this close knit community.
you going crazy? Of course not if s the
The energy and chemistry present at a
Trinity Pipes,
nightly rehearsalisoverwhelmingtoacasual
Trinity is full of traditions and the observer. Between all the barking and seal
Pipes are certainly one of our finest Billed as noises, name calling (teasing, no doubt),
the first a capella group on campus, and the joyful ridicule of wrong notes and lost parts,
only coed singing group to date, the Pipes comes not only an incredible artistic product,
have transcended over the past 54 years as butalsoanextremesenseofprideinajobwell
one more example of the excellence that can done.
It can easily be said that most student
dedication, and talent.
run groupsshareacertainsenseof camaradeThe Pipes began their career in Trinity rie and loyally that ensures their survival.
in 1938 with a membership of 4 males, all of ThePipesarenoexception. Infact,more than
whom wereSt. Anthony Hallbrothers. Shortly one member of the Pipes described an "unafter forming, these members were given the conditional love" that exists amongst the
opportunity toperformonaradidspot With- members. Senior Cyndy Nahabedian reout any name at the time, the group decided marks, "We are completely self-propelled.
to call themselves "The Poops," in fun of We feel responsible to the final product, but
Yale's infamous a capella group, The also to each other."
Wiffenpoofs. The radio manager was not
Nahabedian also identified one facwilling to repeat their intended name on the tor unique to the Pipes that enables them to
radio and thus came up with "The Pipes." prosper as a completely student run organiWithin 2 years of coeducation at Trinity, the zation, "We are always criticizing each other
Pipes admitted their first female members.
. If s a sort of fellowship though. This conA capella singing groups seem to have structive criticism is not an element in all
become an integral part of some student's activities." In fear of the "too many cooks in
college lives. Sunjay Patil/93 notes how, the kitchen" syndrome, Liz Lombardi, '94
"Thereisnootherplace toexpressmy lovefor adds simply, "Weleamtorespecteachother."
singing except for in the shower and there
Strong leadership, musical and otheryou're by yourself."
wise, is one step in garnering this respect
"Well, if s about singing... but that's Musical Director Allen Kate, '93 is respononly the beginning," says junior Pipe Jason sible for teaching new arrangements, choosSlavfck. Pipe life has a culture distinctly its ing which songs to do in a concert, as well as

O N L Y

T W O H O U R S T O

S P RI N G
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conducting ihe group in performance. All
business ventures are conducted by Business Manager Katie McWane, '94. Other
notable posts include Comedy Chairman
Alet Oury, '92 and Bow Tie Chairman Jamie
Talbot,'94
Being coed allows the Pipes to create
a diverse repertoire of songs that spans the
range of voice parts. There is hardly a musical genre that has not been touched by the
Pipes. From jazz, to rocR, to Broadway
showtunes and TV theme songs, the Trinity
Pipes can do it all.
Andtheydoitacrossthecountry.The
Pipes haveperformedallovertheEastCoast
at schools and hotels, for alumni functions,
private parties, fundraisers and anything in
between. Last spring, the Pipes graced the
Philadelphia Academy of Musk with an
evening of their finest sounds. At the end of
March, the group will venture where no
other a capella group has dare gone before;
Montana will be home to the Pipes annual

B R E AK .

$599.00
Bermuda College Weeks
• March 2-28 and
April 6-18 • 7 nights,
air/land inclusive. Call

Galimki Travel SVC .at
203-527-5024. Or call
. Travel Turf at
1-800-222-4432.

SUZANNE FAUENDER
The Pipes 1st row left to right are: Aaron O'ConneU'95,
Jason Slavick '93, Alet Oury '92, Katie McWane '94,Xiz Lombardi '94. 2nd row:
Lisa Gurevich '93, Annabelle Redway '92, Allen Katz '93, Cyndy Nahabedian '92,
Tracy Tobin '92. 3rd row: Mike Spaeder '94, Jamie Talbot '94, Sunjay Patil '93,
Justin Burke '94.

I

Spring BreakTour. Closertohome,thePipes
will be hosting their annual jamboree on
March 13th in Hamlin HalL The Pipes'
recently released album, "A View From
Summit Streef' will also be available at that
concert or by contacting Box 1398.
If for some strange reason you can not
attend the Pipes' jamboree or annual Button
Down concert on April 25th at 7 in Hamlin,
just hang out along the Long Walk between
10 and-11pm. It's just one more Trinity
tradition of excellence that will carry on
through the years.
77K Editors of the Arts Section would like
to take this opportunity to thank each ofTrinity's
a capella groups for their cooperation in the
compilation of this series. We highly encourage
the Trinity community to takeadvantageqfall tfie
performances byAfterDark, The Trinitones, and
TliePipes. Forthoseinterested,auditionsforthese
groups take place at the beginning of the Fall
semester.

An Evening with . . .
The Freedom Singers
Friday, March 6th
8:OO pm
Washington Room
After you hit the books, it's time to hit the beach. Time
JOT a free boat party, a free mystery party, free
beach parties, plus swimming, sports, mopeds and more.
All less than two hours from the East Coast.
Bermuda. So incredible, they named a triangle after it.
Not to mention a style of shorts.
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The Freedom Singers of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee were among the most important instruments of the Civil Rights
movement. They spread the messages of freedom and equality
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Aetna Gallery Exhibit Celebrates Black Theatre
learn about this important medium which has played a major role in chronicling the
Some of theater's most affect- growth of African-American
ing images have been preserved through culture. I hope they will inthe lens of photographer Bert Andrews: spire a new generation of acDenzel Washington's Obie Award-win- tors and actresses to develop
ning performance in A Soldier's Play, Alfre their talents in the theater
Woodard and Lynn Whitfield in For col- world."
ored girls . . . , James Earl Jones' triumph
The exhibition inin August Wilson's Fences are only a few cludes photos of such key perexamples. The Aetna Gallery (151 Farm- sonalities within the black theington Avenue) salutes black theater with ater movement as actors Ossie
an exhibit of Andrews' work entitled In Davis, Ruby Dee, Debbie Allen,
the Shadow of the Great White Way: ImagesPaul Robeson, Cicely Tyson,
from the Black Theatre, the first photo- playwright Lorraine Hansberry
graphic collection to record the black and directors Lloyd Richards
theater renaissance that evolved in New and Vinnette Carroll. NineYork from 1960 to 1985.
teen Ninety Two marks the
For over three decades, fourth year that the Aetna GalAndrews has been the premiere photog- lery has recognized the outrapher of African-American theater. His standing contributions of black Photos, like this one of A Soldier's Play (1982), are now showing
BERT ANDREWS
photo credits include The Blacks, Bub- Americans through its annual at the Aetna Gallery in Hartford. Arts Quiz: What famous
bling Brown Sugar, Ain't Supposed to Die AAfrican-American history ex- actor, who also starred in Glory, is in this picture?
Natural Death, Ma Rainey's Black Bottom hibit. The exhibit is part of Aetna's con- and remains open through March 29th. pointment. The Arts Section encourages
and Eubie, Andrews says of his work, tinuing efforts to foster appreciation for Gallery hours are Saturday and Sunday, the Trinity community to take advan"Through my photos, young people can the achievements of African-Americans from 12 to 4 pm and weekdays by ap- tage of artistic events in Harford.
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Editor

Spend Your Saturday With Sondheim
ing originated principal roles in premiere Broadway productions of his
work.
Frank Rich, chief drama critic for
Some of the New York musical the New York Times,
theater scene's most notable artists and will partake in a panel
critics will converge at the Austin Arts to discuss the contriCenter on Saturday, March 7th to par- butions of of Stephen
ticipate in a special, day long series of Sondheim to the
events focussing on the career of one of American musical thetoday's most honored Broadway com- ater.
posers/lyricists, Stephen Sondheim.
Other reknown
Organized by Associate Professor panelists include John
of Music Gerald Moshell and Austin Simon, theater critic
Arts Director JeffryWajker, A Sondheim for New York magaSaturday 'will explore the work of the zine/Patricia Birch, the
legendary Sondheim through a series of Broadway choreograperformances, panel discussions and lec- pher who created the
tures.
dances for the origiAmong the notables participating nal New York producin the day long event are acclaimed tions of Sondheim's A
Broadway actress Elaine Stritch and dy- Little Night Music and
namic musical theater actor Jim Walton. Follies, and director of
Stritch, who became infamous for the current smash
her rendition of "The Ladies Who Lunch" Broadway musical The
in Sondheim's Company, will perform Secret Garden, and Sualong with Walton, who originated the san Schulman, who
role of Franklin Shepard in Sondheim's also directed the 1989
Merrily We Role Along, in a conglomerate revival of Sondheim's
of Sondheim melodies.
horror
musical
Along with renditions from Com- Sweeney Todd.
pany, Merrily, Sweeney Todd, and Follies,
Trinity faculty
the two will offer their personal recollec- and students will also
tions on working with Sondheim, hav- be particpating in the
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor

day's events. This day long series has
been planned in conjunction with Pacific
Ovetures, Sondheim's clash-of-cultures
musical, which will be presented that

evening by Trinity's Music Department.
The performance, directed by Moshell,
will feature some of Trinity's finest talent.
Not only will Professor
Gerald Moshell accompany
Ms. Stritch and Mr. Walton on
the piano and serve as moderator for the above mentioned
panel discussion, but he will
also make the opening presentation: Sondheim's Choices, or
What's Hard/Simple, Sorry/Grateful, Either/Or on the Road You
Didn't Take.
Dr. Michael Lestz, Associate Professor in Trinity's Department of History, will
present an afternoon talk on
the historical settting of Pacific
Overtures,
A Sondheim Saturday is a
Performance Pass Event, but
seating is limited. Reservations
for the day, as well as for all
performances of Pacific Overtures, can be made at the Austin
Arts Center box office.
Pacific Overtures will be
performed on Saturday, February 29th, Sunday, March 1st,
as well as the closing performance on the 7th. The review
of Pacific Overtures is on page
19.

Podtale is meant to be a continuing story in which Trinity students contribute approximately
four-hundred word episodes each week. Contributions should be submitted to Box 1469. We will
publish entries anonymously, although we would encourage you to include your name and box I
number. By including this series, the Arts section hopes to encourage students to participate in
the art of creative writing. Go crazy! Have fun!

Rebecca woke up with the munchies. She had been waiting for Todd adolescent lives would make al) the difference in the world.
Often Rebecca and Sarah had wished for a place of their own where they
lUtside the cellar hole, but when it started to rain she retreated to the car. That had
ieen an hour ago, before the soothing rhythm of the rain falling against the metal of could retreat and hide away from everyone. Sarah had especially wanted this
he car had made her sleep—and dream. Where is Todd, Rebecca wondered drowsily. because she hated being at home and tried to spend as little time there as possible.
5he began to worry that he might have panicked when he didn't find her waiting She never told Rebecca why, but it was plain to everyone in the small town that
jutside where he had left her. Perhaps he went looking for her. Assuming he made Sarah's parents were not interested in their daughter. Once they found the house,
and discovered that it was unlocked, Rebecca would frequently end up leaving the
t out of the house.
That damned house! Rebecca was tempted to start the car and drive away, place alone. Sarah would watch her leave and Rebecca would walk backwards
despite Todd. She couldn't remember why she brought him here, or even why she away from the house so she could see Sarah standing in the window. She couldn't
would have felt the desire to see the house again after so many years. So many years help but wonder if perhaps Sarah was spending her nights, as well as her days, in
f trying to forget that eternal moment when she found her best friend Sarah lying the house.
Towards the end of the summer, Rebecca no longer felt comfortable being
:old and pale on the rotting floorboards of that cursed house. By the time Rebecca
rought help, Sarah was dead. Sometimes Rebecca thoughtif she'd only been a little inside the house so when she came to see Sarah, she would lure her out onto the
quicker, but in her heart she knew that it wouldn't have mattered. That house loved small, square porch where they could feel the soft breezes blowing up the hill. "I'm
worried about you," Rebecca would tell Sarah in her mind. She didn't feel right
Sarah in its twisted, unimaginable way, and it had no intention of letting her go.
Rebecca and Sarah had discovered it on one of their frequent tracks into the saying it out loud. She was frightened of this house, and she was especially
voods to escape the tortures of parents and siblings, chores and reading lists. They frightened of the grey figure thathad begun to appear by Sarah's side in the window,
vere thirteen, and they loved to find secluded spots beneath the trees where they the way it smiled and put its arm around her and would wave goodbye to Rebecca,
rould sit and fantasize about next year, when the summer was over and they wquld the way it dissolved when Sarah would turn away from the window and into the
:
By A. Nonymous
inally be in high school. They had thought a change—any change—in their tjlull space wriere it should have been.
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Series To Focus On Norman's l^tzer-Winniiig Flay, 'night Mother
renown performer in the American theater circuit, will also lead a master class
with Trinity students earlier in the day.
Also on the 9th, Dr. Carol Gilligan,
EDITORS NOTE: Thefollowing is a
noted author and founding member of
preview of a week long series at the Austin
the Harvard Project on the Psychology of
Arts Center on the subject of Marsha
Women and the Development of
Norman's play 'night Mother- More in
Girls,will hold an "An Open Conversadepth coverage of specific events in the series tion on Mother-Daughter Relations &
will appear in future editions of the Tripod. Female Psychological Development"
For more information about any of the events which will include participation by Ms.
listed below, please contact the Box Office at Pitoniak. Gilligan, a Harvard professor,
x2199.
is currently working on projects dealing
with the relationship between women
Only at Trinity's Austin Arts Cen- and girls across the racial and cultural
ter can one, in a single week, explore spectrums of society, and is co-directing
mother-daughter relationships from a a female theater group.
multidisciplinary and multicultural perA panel discussion on 'night Mother
spective. Only at Trinity will experts in with Trinity Faculty members Etzel
Russian language and culture, renown Cardefta of the Psychology Department,
Broadway and Russian actresses, stu- Michael Sacks, Sociology and Russian
dents and professionals in the theater Studies, and Katherine Power, Theatre/
arts, practitioners in psychology, Dance and Womens Studies will review
Wpmens groups, and the African-Ameri- the piece from a multidisciplinary percan community come together to exam- spectiveonWednesday,Marchllth(4:30
ine the multitude of issues raised in pm,Rittenb erg Lounge). Two showings
Marsha Norman's 1983 Pulitzer Prize of the film 'night Mother, starring Anne
winning play 'night Mother.
Bancroft and Sissy Spacek, will be preNorman's 'night Mother is a deep sented in the McCook Auditorium that
psychological play that revolves around evening at 7 and 9 pm.
a daughter's intention to commit suiThe highlight of the series begins
cide. It is considered to be the "first and on Thursday, March 12th at 4 pm with
foremost" mother/daughter play and has first of the Russian language perforbeen said by some to be the first play mances of 'night Mother by members of
written by a female to be accepted in the Moscow's Nitkitsky Gates Theater Comtheatrical cannon.
pany. Under the direction of Trinity
The series begins on Monday, faculty member Joshua Karter, Russian
March 9th when actress Anne Pitoniak, actresses Vera Ulick and Galina Borisova
who originated the role of the mother in will perform the play in their native
the original Broadway production,will tongue. English translation devices will
participate in a staged reading of the be available. Friday and Saturday eveplay with three Trinity senior Theatre/ nings performances are at 8 pm and will
Dance majors (Chrissie Klotz, Nicole be followed by a discussion group led by
Moretti, and Katherine Powers) playing members of the Hartford area Russian
the role of the daughter. Pitoniak, a emigre community.
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor

To conclude the week, author and
psychotherapist Carole lone brings her
own experience of the mother-daughter
relationship to this week long series. On
Monday, March 16th at 5 pm she will be
holding a book signing and informal talk
relating to the release of her autobiogra-

entitled, "Finding the Mother Within,"
lone will attempt to help women heal
their relationship to the mother through
the use of journals, memory, myth, and
meditation (7 pm, Rittenberg Lounge).
This week long series is one more
example of how the Trinity community
phy, Pride of Family: Four Generations of is at the forefront of enticing and thought
American Women of Color. In a workshop provoking arts programming.

Exhibitions:

Thursday, March 5th-Friday, March 20th— Sculpture installations by Brigid
Kennedy and Laura Cloud, visiting assistant professors of Fine Arts. Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Reception March 5th from 5 to 7 pm. Free admission.
Thursday, March 5th-Thursday, March 26th— Black Women of Connecticut: Achievments Against the Odds. An award-winning travelling exhibition to
honor the contributions of eighty-one CT black women in fourteen fields of endeavor over the past two centuries. Mather Art Space, Mather Hall from 10 am to
8 pm daily. Sponsored by the Women's Center & TCBWO.
Film

Tuesday, March 3rd— Community Media: Part of "Video Native America",
a national touring festival of contemporary video. Life Science Center, room 133 at
8 pm. Free admission.
Thursday, March 5th— Battle of Algiers, directed by Gillo Pontecorvo. Part
of "Perspectives on Culture and History in French and Italian Cinema Series".
Seabury 9-17 at 7 pm. Free admission.
Music
Thursday, March 5th— A Concert in Celebration of the 300th Anniversary

of the Birth of Giuseppe Tartini. Performed by the Trinity College Community
Orchestra Chamber Players with guest artist Susan Moses, violoncello, of Padua,
Italy. Trinity College Chapel at 8:15 pm. Free admission. Sponsored by Barbieri
Endowment for Italian Culture.
Public Talks
Thursday, March 5th— The Life of a Russian Actress by Vera Ulick and

Galina Borisova, members of the Nikitsky Gates Theatre Company in Moscow.
Womens Center, Mather Hall at 12:15 pm. Free admission.
/

Rainbow Sound Series Continues
With Poets Randall And Harjo
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BY NICOLE MORETTI
as the Shogun's
Senior Editor
Mother
in
Trinity's Music Department is well- "Crysanthemum
known for producing gems in musical-the- Tea" in which she hiatre. Pacific Overtures is more like costumelariously tries to murjewelry—flashy and nice to view, but of no derherineffectiveson.
real value.
Equally strong were
Directed by Assoc. Prof. Gerald Liz Rhodes '95 as a
Moshell, Stephen Sondheim's musical Pa- Madamin "Welcome
cific Overtures was presented thispastweek- to Kanagawa" and the
end in Goodwin Theater. The fully orches- Katz, Dyllan McGee
trated production, although having an ex- '93 and Chris Oster
traordinary and talented cast, seemed lack- '92 trio in "Someone
ingin energy, refinement, and general direc- In A Tree."
tion — a sharp contrast to its usual excelSpecial menlence.
tion should be made
"The Advantages of Floating in the for
Guardsman
Middle of the Sea" sung by the Reciter (Alet George Murphy '93
Oury '92) and Company, outlines the tradi- who, although never
tional Japanese way of life and opens the uttering a word, promusical with high energy and beautiful set vided comic relief by
imagery, but ultimately falls into an average continually flexinghis
piece without any real pizzazz.
oiled muscles.
However, Oury's omnipresent narAct One
rator character was a strong and command- ended with the vague
ing stage presence throughout the musical and disconcerting Members of the cast from left to right are: Lisa Gurevich '93, Julie Strong '94,
DAN SCANLAN
and she often became a focal point for audi- danceofCommodore Kevin Yu '92, Amy Kunen '95, Dyllan McGee '93, Chris Oster '92, Alet Oury '92.
ence members when energy began to slack. Matthew Calbraith
We are then introduced to Kayama Perry (Julie Strong '94). In a piece which thirty years. The aging Kayama adapts piece, "Next," sung by the Company. InYesaemonQasonSlavick'93),arninorsamu- should convey the fact that the Americans easily to the Western influences in both self stead of continuing to be bullied, the Japarai, who is surprised and dismayed to find are disregarding the Japanese pleas to leave, and home, the Reciter (Oury) states the par- nese fight back by taking over the commerthat he has been promoted to Prefect of the choreography seemed strangely out of allel changes in Japan as it becomes more cial world with their technologicaladvances
Police. As Prefect, his futile duty is to greet place. Not only did it detractfromthe westernized, and Manjiro (Katz) retains his in a piece which truly showcases the talent
the American battle ships approaching and slightly "period" choreography found ear- traditional Japanese home and customs in ofthecast
order them to leave, as no foreigner is al- lier, but it carried on far too long and never an ironic twist from the younger Manjiro of
However strong the individual perlowed on sacred Japan soil.
made a strong point about the Americans Act One who claimed America's corning formances were, Pacific Overtures as a whole,
Kayama brings prisoner/fisherman disrespect of the Japanese. Also, the chore- was the best thing that could .happen to was sorely lacking. Although the set was
John Manjiro (Allen Katz '93) who has spent ography made it too evident that the "male" Japan and poetically debated this pointwith visually creative, costuming and choreograKayama in "Poems."
phy werepoor. Instead of creatingkimonos,
much time in America and knows their Commodore was, in fact, a female.
"Pretty Lady" seemedtocontain the cast members appeared to be wearing remcustoms. Inonecomicinstantwhiledealing
Act Two began with much more enwith the obnoxious American sailors, ergy than Act One. Kevin Yu '92, as Lord main concept of the musical as three British nants of doth. Choreography, at points
Manjiro confides to Kayama, "Americans Abe, in a fine performance, unhappily wel- sailors (Talbot, Thomas Fennell '94 and beautiful, other times seemed vague and
are easy. They shout—you shout louder!" comed the American (Peter Talbot '93), Brit- Michael Robertson '95) attempt to seduce/ irrelevant The musical had no flow and
The most effective point in the musi- ish (Peter Nigra '93), Dutch (Jennifer rapeaninnocentJapanesegirl(KristenChun seemedtobe highly lacking in direction and
cal followed when Kayama returns home to Saunders '93), Russian (Katie McWane '94), '95) in a garden. The beauty of the song motivation.
pr6vid^|s&]|c6
Pacific Overtures will be performed
findthathis wife,'Tamate (IizLombardi'94) andFrenciiftieily^
p
has committed suicide. Kayama's empty who each demanded certain ports for their lyrics and action as the sailors automatically again Thursday, March 5 and Saturday,
silentscreamisfilledbythe anguished scream own country's good in "Please Hello."
assume that the girl would service them March 7 at 8 p.m. as part of "A Sondheim
of the onlooking Reciter.
The most interesting and poignant without complaint. The girl's father (Daniel Saturday." Pacific Overtures is a PerforSolid performances followed from songs of the musical, "A Bowler Hat" sung La '95) turns on the sailors and slays one, mance Pass Event. Information about "A
Chris Oster '92 and Amy Kunen '95 in "Four by Kayama (Slavick), depicts the changes paralleling Japan's revenge against their for- Sondheim Saturday can be found on
Black Dragons" and from Lisa Gurevich '93 that occur in Japan in the course of about eign invaders, which is seen in the final Pagel7.

HARTFORD ARTS

Trinity/La Mama Program
Whh Leo Shapiro Program Director, Bar All
Interested Applicants

Thursday* Match 5

4MFM
The: Gceen'Roam
Austin Arts Center
Interviews for Students who have already completed and
submitted applications will be held from 2-4 PM in AAC Room 311
(Arthur's office). Call Pat Kennedy at x2330 to sign up for a halfhour interview.

Deadline for La Mama Application: M 3 I £ ! L I 5

Hartford Stage Company
February 21- March 21— Hidden Laugher, the American premiere of a
comedy spanning the decade in the life of a British literary agent and his novelist
wife as they seek peace and quiet at their country cottage, where they discover
the unexpected complications of infidelities and indifference. For showtimes
and ticket info, call 527-5151. Student rates available.
Jorgenson Auditorium at UCONN
Wednesday, March 4th- Phoenix Rising from the Ashes of the Chicago
City Ballet: Ballet Chicago, now in its fifth year, the company presents the
fmest in classical arid neoclassical ballet. 8 pm. Tickets$8 - $12.
For more information, call 486-4226
V'
Real Art Ways Presents "Genderama"
Friday, March 6th- April 11th - "Are You A Boy Or A Girl?" A group
exhibiton with an opening reception from 5-7 pm at Real Art Ways Gallery, 56
Arbor Street.
Friday and Saturday, March 6th and 7th-The Opposite Sex... Is Neither!
Kate Bomstein, transexual performance artist Bronson & Hutensky Theater
(233 Pearl Street). Tickets $10-$15.
For more information and reservations call 232-1006.
Lincoln Theatre at the University of Hartford
Saturday, March 7th- Teresa Trull and Barbara Higbie on their "Reunion Tour." Part of a series of women's music productions. The series will
benefit the CT Women's Education and Legal Fund. Tickets $16 - $18. The
theater is accessible to the handicapped and the performance will be interpreted
for the hearing impaired.
For more information, call 243^4228.
The Sting
Thursday, March 5th--Pale Divine will be playing from their most recent
album, Straight to Goodbye. Admission is free.
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Hockey Takes, Gives
Lumps, In 2-3-1 Stretch
BYJOHNTWICHELL
Sports Writer
In tine last two weeks the Bantam
hockey squad has jelled into a formidable team. The team's offense has
cranked up with the emergence of freshman Todd Carroll as a prolific scorer.
Although the team's record over the two
weeks is 2-3-1, and now stands at 10-9-4,
they have played well against top notch
competition and pummelled weaker foes.
However, the first two games in the two
week Stretch were disappointing for the
Bantams.
February 11 the Bantams played
the Wesleyan Cardinals to a 6-6 tie in
MIddletown. The Cardinals are a solid
EC AC South team but are not at the same
level as the Bants. However, the Cardinals took advantageof what Trinity coach
John Dunham called "absolutely no
backchecking" by Trinity forwards. Trinity, playing without tri-captains Tom
Scull and Scott Leddy, relied on the heroics of Carroll and John Snecinski '93 to
salvage the tie. Carroll "took the team on
his shoulders" according to Dunham. He
recorded a hat trick and displayed a variety of dazzling skills. Snecinski tied the
game with ten seconds left in the third
period after Wesleyan had taken a 6-5
lead. Snitch's goal came with Bantams
goaltender Bunk McMahon '95 on the
bench in favor of a sixth attacker, in a
desperate effort to score.
February 14 Trinity travelled to
Vermont to face Middlebury, ranked
third in the nation in Division III.
Middlebury, an ECAC East, rival, flattened the Bantams 11-1 P e ppe r mg goalies Jeff Tuck and McMahon with 52 shots.
Freshman Pat Bruno, who is adjusting
well to his switch from defense to forward, scored Trinity's lone goal.
The Bants stayed in Vermont the
next day for a game against Norwich,

another highly regarded ECAC East
team. Trinity fell behind early in the first
period 1-0, then equalled on junior Jay
Mortahan's second goal of the season.
Norwich pulled ahead again before
Oliver Cooke '95 tied it up on assists from
new linemates Carroll and Pat Ashe '95.
Senior Jeff MacDonald's goal early in the
third period put Trinity on top 3-2 but
Norwich rallied for a 4-3 win. Against a
team of Norwich's caliber this was a
good result, but nevertheless was a heartbreaker for Trinity.
The Bantams cleared themselves
of any ill humours from the Vermont trip
by crushing Connecticut College 7-2. A
third period goal-scoring spree powered
the Bants to victory and avenged a tie
with Conn earlier in the season. Trinity
was down 2-1 until they were sparked by
Bruno's shorthanded goal late in the second period. This woke up the Bants for
the third when goals from Cooke,
MacDonald, Carroll, Ashe, and Harry
Einbender '94 (his second of the game)
sent the Camels packing. Bruno commented after the game, "It's good to see
our offense really clicking. Hopefully it
will continue through the rest of the season." Tuck, who has been exceptional all
season, shut the door on Conn's offense,
making 25 saves.

Score! Trinity's John Snecinski (6) celebrates teammate Pat Bruno's
goal against Connecticut College. Trinity won the game 7-2.

(18-3-1). Behind a strong third period
effort, the Bantams gave the Huskies a
mighty scare, but fell 6-4. UConn, who
Trinity followed with another im- crushed the Bantams 12-1 earlier this
pressive w i n , 9-2 against Iona at season, is one of the top Division III
Kingswood. Iona, in third place in the teams in America, but the Bantams, with
ECAC South, served as fodder for Ban- their newly revised offense, showed that
made great progress this seatam forwards Chris Golini '94, Carroll, they have
:
son.
•• ;
. •' • •
and MacDonald who each scored two
The Bantams quickly conceded two
goals. MacDonald is second on the team
in goalscoring with ten, and has proved goals to UConn in the first period, before
to be one of the team's top contributors. * an Oliver Cooke score made it 2-1. The
Cooke, -Scull, and Jon OglelJay '95 Huskies seemed to put the game away
notched a single goal each. Tuck and with three consecutive second period
McMahon combined for 19 saves, with, tallies, but Marty Mooney gave the Bants
life. His slick wrist shot late in the second
Tuck getting most of the work.
Following the rout of Iona, Trinity made the score 5-2. Third period goals
battled the ECACEast's top team UConn from Harry Einbender and Jay Monahan

Men's Squash Ends Season Sixth In Nation
BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
The Trinity Men's squash team
completed its 1991-92 season in solid
fashion, finishing at number six in the
national rankings. With a seventh place
finish at the national tournament held at
Yale the team nailed down its claim to
being the top small college in the country, placing among the likes of schools
three and four times larger than Trinity.
With a record of 12-4 the team

SPRING

BREAK'92
JAMAICA
CANGUN

$469
$429

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
7 nts beachfront hotel only $119
7 nts hotel and bus only $239

Don't wait 'till it's too late
For info and reservations

reservations 11-80044M849
or
see your local Travel Agent
__ - — aruDEHT
TRAVEL
ISKKVICB8
120 N, Aurora St., Ithaca, NY 14850

1 800-648-4849

improved greatly on last year's mark of
7-7, and finished above any normal expectations. With three freshmen playing
in top spots the team was under the gun
early, b ut managed to mature in time. As
Coach John Anz said "It was an incredible season both to watch and to take part
in. Our veteran leaders showed the talented youngsters what it takes to produce something that everyone can take
pride in. We needed a season that was
worthy of our talent, and that's exactly
what we earned for ourselves."
At the National tournament the
t e a m was b e h i n d Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, University of Pennsylvania,
Navy, and Western Ontario. According
to coach Anz, this year's Harvard team
may be the best team of all time. Besides
that, the coach said there was not a wide
difference in the talent levels of the teams,
particularly between four and seven.
Trinity nearly beat Navy this year, losing
a tightly contested 6-3 match.
In addition to having a successful
year as a team, with big wins over Williams, Franklin and Marshall, Cornell
and Amherst, many individuals had excellent years, Justin McCarthy '93, the
number one player on the team was one
of four players who returned from first
semesters abroad to lead the team.
McCarthy wound Up at 9-3 on trie season, and provided crucial wins over Williams, Perm and Franklin and Marshall.
For his efforts McCarthy was named a
SecondTeamAU-American. McCarthy's
return at midseason took some pressure
off of Ryan O'Connell '95, who struggled
sometimes, but handled himself well in
his freshman campaign, finishing with a

7-9 mark. The star of the freshman class
was HarrisonMullin who went 11-5, and
almost helped Trinity pull off the Navy
match.
Captain Cam Hopkins '93, Chris
Hart and Chris O'Brien also '93 combined for a 24-8 mark on the season, and
formed the nucleas of one of the strongest five through eight players in the
nation. Playing at number nine, Chris
Felley '94 posted the best record on the
team, going 13-3, including one weekend where he went 4-0 against very difficult competition.
Since all of these players will be
returning next year Coach Anz has lofty
expectations for this team. "With no
graduating seniors in the top nine, now
we look to have a season which misrepresents our talent, and lets us use our
experience to our advantage. Now we
will strive to rise above all logical expectations." The coach is hoping to break
into the top three spots in the nation.
Besides having an enormously successful year on the court, the squash team
saw attendance jump at their matches,
no doubt due to the vastly improved
facilites. The $2 million glass back courts,
along with the comfortable seating drew
fans to see the team.; At the best attended
matches over 100 people were there.
As the coach commented "More
than anything, this team brough the en-'
thusiasm back to Trinity Squash. It was
fun for me; it was fun for the players as
well; and it was also fun for the fans.. .we
owe them thanks."
If Coach Anz's optimism is well
placed, Bantam squash fans will be thankinghim.

SUZANNE
FALLENDER

brought the Bantams to within one, 5-4,
and gave Trinity plenty of momentum.
With six minutes left in the game,
winger Chris Golini flattened a UConn
puck carrier and passed to Todd Mills,
whose wristshotrebounded dangerously
in the Husky crease. Golini nudged the'
loose puck into the goal with his glove,
apparently tying the score. However, the
goal was disallowed and UConn went
on to ice the game, scoring two minutes
later.
The Bantams' inagural season in
the ECAC East ended Sunday against
non-league rival Suffolk in Boston. An
account of the game and, a season wrap
up will appear in the next issue of the
Tripod.

Women's Hoops
continued from page 24

season.
Tournament hopes may have
ended last Tuesday when the Bantams
travelled up to play Babson. Babson,
22-3 and ranked #5 in New England
would prove to be almost as good as
their record. Trinity played great basketball throughout the contest, only to
fall short 62-61.
This team is a very talented club.
While inconsistency has plagued them
all year long, the Bantams have put u p
some outstanding efforts against
ranked teams such as Babson, Clark,
and Western Connecticut. They have
also beaten a good Tufts' squad, and
handled Connecticut College. Recently they have been playing their
best basketball, and itwould be a shame
if they didn't get to showcase it in the
playoffs. Unfortunately, their 14-9
record might not be enough to take
them there. If the season does end, the
team should be proud of what they
have accomplished and look forward
to next year. With all but Chiodo
returning, this team could very well be
one of the best in all of New England
next year. I guess we'll have to wait
and see though.
As for Chiodo, she will be sorely
missed. A classy player with great
rebounding and defensive skills, she
led this squad by example. Her hustling, scrappy, bruising style was fun
to watch, and she dominated play
many a time. One can only hope that
the younger players have learned from
her for if so, Trinity will never be accused of notworkinghard. Thankyou
for four years of excellence.
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Men Thrash Vassar 97-41,Avenge
Loss To Wesleyan; Finish Season
13-8 & Shutout Of ECAC Playoffs
continued from page 24

Weslyan'stimeoutwasn'tofmuch
help as they could get no closer than five
points before the half. With just 35 seconds leftbefore the intermission, McCoy
came off a screen on an inbounds play
and sunk a jump shot. As the Cardinals
raced down the floor to score before the
buzzer, Mike Allen '92 stole the ball and
proceeded to take it the length of the
court where he was double teamed. Allen
alertly flipped the ball back to Jones who
did an incredible one handed tomahawk
dunk over two Weslyan players, sending one Cardinal crashing to the floor as
the clock expired with the Bantams up
32-21.
Weslyan came out early in the second half, cutting Trinity's lead to six.
However Weslyan would get no closer
as the Bantams continued their ferocious
defense. Jones was exceptional, pulling
down 12 defensive rebounds (13 total),
and blocking two shots. McCoy was still
hot from the field as he time and again
made shots with a player in his face,
scoring 15 points total.
Trinity also had to contend with
some terrible officiating. On one play
Almeid? apparentlymade a good defensive play by drawing a charge, according to one referee. The other referee,
however, called Almeida for the blocking foul. After the refs met in a three
minute mindless discussion at half court,
they awarded the ball to Weslyan and
the foul to Almeida.
With 5 minutes left Wesleyan tried
a full court press that caused the Bantams some trouble. But each time the
Cardinals forced a turnover, the Bantams would answer back with a big play
like a three pointer from Almeida.
Almieda had another big game at the
point dishing off 4 assists and dumping
in 11 points. Almeida has really come
into his own offensively towards the end
of this season.
Co-captain iMike Allen displayed
his senior leadership at the end of the
game. Allen played great defense all
game but had no points with under a
minute left. Allen would be fouled three
times, and the guard from Windham, CT
responded by stepping tip to theline and
sinking all six shots, ensuring Trinity a
70-60 victory.
On Saturday night the Bantams
put together their most spectacular and
one sided win of the season before another homecrowd. Trinity toasted Vassar
97-41 with another fantastic defensive
performance holding Vassar to just 24%
shooting from the field. The win featured Allen tying his own school record
for the most three point shots made in a
single game with 6. Allen made his last
game in a Bantam uniform a memorable
one by leading all scorers with 21 points,
plus grabbing 7 rebounds and getting 4
steals.
Vassar actually stayed close with
Trinity in the first seven minutes of the
game, and were up at one point 13-9.
The Bantams responded with a 13-0 run
in which Allen hit two three pointers.
Vassar never recovered after the Bantam
surge arid the onslaught began.
Trinity extended their lead to 4729 as both teams went into the locker
room. Vassar played hard but they are
not in the same class as Trinity. If a
Bantam wasn't stripping the ball away
from a Vassar ballhandler, which happened often (Trinty had 19 steals), Vassar
would be missing a two foot shot in the
lane. The teams were about as evenly

matched as Duke and the University of
Northwestern Montana Polytech.
The second half began with Jones
making a shot as he was fouled, good for
a three point play. The next time the
Bantams came down the court with the
ball, Allen nailed another three pointer.
With over 12 minutes to play, Trinity
held a 64-34 lead allowing some of the
Bantams who have gotten limited playing time to get in on the acton. Of notable
performances off the bench, Chris Reh
'95 looked impressive in 10 minutes of
play with 7 points, 4 rebounds, and 2
blocked shots.
With about 5 minutes to play, Allen
tied his school record by hitting his sixth
three pointer of the game giving the Bantams an 83-38 lead. Coach Stan Ogrodnik
took out his two senior captains, McCoy

and Allen, to a standing ovation from the
crowd and the Bantam bench. With such
a young team this season, McCoy's and
Allen's leadership has
been
inmeasurable.
Looking back on the season, Allen
commented, "we had a few tough
bounces during the season, and if we
had gotten some of those we would be a
top seed in the tournament." Maybe so,
but with such a young team a few bad
bounces are to be expected, and that in
no way diminishes from the accomplishments this team has produced. Allen
and McCoy will be missed, but with
three starters (Jones, Almeida, and
VanderHeide) returning, and Steffan
Tomlinson '94, "D-Nice", O'Day and
Haffner waiting on the wings, the
Bantam's future looks very bright.

Tripod Sports
needs Spring
Sports
Writers.
If interested, come to
tonights meeting at
7 0 0 in the basement
ofJackson
Tripod Sports
Box 1310
Trinity College
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organize your notes,
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and fiiMyour classproject
before spring break.
The new Apple* Macintosh8 Classic'II
Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted diskscomputer makes it easier for you to juggle
allowing you to exchange information easily
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
with almost any other kind of computer,
and still find time for what makes college life
If you already own a Macintosh Classic, and
raa/life.
want the speed and flexibility
»+***
It's a complete and
o fa Macintosh Classic II, ask us
affordable Macintosh Classic
alx)ut an upgrade—it can be
system that's ready to help you
installed in a matter of minutes
get your work finished fast.
and it's affordable. •
It's a snap to set up and use.
To make more time .
It has a powerful 68030 mien >furyour personal life, get a
processor, which means you
Macintosh Classic H for your
can run even the most
personal space. See us for a
sophisticated applications WJI h
demonstration today, and
ease. Among its many built-in
w hile you're in, be sure to ask
capabilities is the internal Apple
us for details about the Apple
SuperDrive™ disk drive
. mmm^mammamBmrnm
Computer Loan,
It'll be time well
thatreadsfrom
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spent.
andwritesto.
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic 11.

For farther information visit Nancy Sowa in the
Mathematics, Computing & Engineering Center,
Room 161 or call 297-2571
© 1992 Apple Compuier, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are regisiered trademarks and SuperDmc is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc MS-DOS is a registered trademark
orMicrosoft Corporation. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc Tins ad was created using Madntosli compuicrs
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Tucker MacLean Wins New England's,
Team Places Eighth To Finish Fine Season
BY TED O'CONNOR
Sports Writer

season.
Tucker MacLean,
the Bantams 177 pound
freshman and recognized
by coach Sebby Amato as
"an unorthodox, unique
wrestler with a lot of
heart," was named the
New England College
Conference Coaches Association "Rookie of the
Year" after capturing the
177 New England Title.
After placing first in the
New Englands, MacLean
will travel to TrentonState
College on March 6-7 for
the NCAA Division III
Championships seeking
an All-American finish.
After posting a 17-5
overall record, 13-2 in dual
matches, MacLean went
into the New Englands
seeded fourth. MacLean's
road to success went as
follows: a 9-2 victory over
WPI's Joe Lasowski, a 123 defeat to the Coast
Guard's number one seed
Jason Ashburn, a quickpin
over WNEC's Chad
Girard, a 7-1 win over
RIC's Wally DiGesse, and

After finishing their regular season dual matches at 5-9-1, the Trinity
Wrestling Program closed out their year
in grand style as they placed eighth out
of thirteen teams in the Division III New
England Championships at Roger Williams. As a reward for their hard work
and team discipline throughout the season, Trinity was honored by the Referee
Association with the Best Sportsmanship award as a team by raising wrestling to its highest level.
In the highly competitive tournament which recognizes individual
achievement, Trinity's grapplers performed very well, burning with perseverance and determination. In each of
the ten weight classes, the top six wrestlers were rewarded as place-finishers.
Representing Trinity at 134, Jeremy Burden '93 went info his final match bidding
for a place-finish as did co-captain Jack
Kirkpatrick at 167, but in such a tough
circle of competition neither were able to
climb into a sixth place finish.
Making the tournament a success
and earningmost of Trinity's 34.5 points,
CYNTHIA KRON
Trinity Wrestling Finished the season with a 5-9-1 dual meet
Matt Pedersen and Tucker MacLean
record.
The
team
was
awarded
the
Best
Sportsmanship
Award
boosted Trinity Wrestling to its highest
by the Referee's Association this season, and, buoyed by a
level in years. At 190, Pedersen, one of
talented group of freshmen, things look brighter for the future.
the Bantams steadiest wrestlers all season, earned a fourth place finish after a 5-2 victory over Norwich's Paul
ing the New England Title. MacLean is ton State, Coach Amato says, "Tucker
being seeded fifth in a brawny weight Masssaracchia leading him to the finals
only Trinity's second New England has a great chance to be AU-American.
class. In dual matches for the season, against his Coast Guard nemesis.
Champion, after Joe Adam '86, now the He loves being the underdog and can
Pedersen sported a 9-2-1 record that
In the Championship ma.tch, assistant coach at Trinity, won the New realistically surprise anyone. If he stays
proved to carry a lot of weight in the New MacLean fell behind quickly losing 7-1
England Title in the 1985-1986 season, focused and tough, the weekend will be
Englands. In the tournament, Pedersen after the first period 1 / After two
a success for him and our tearn. We are
also at 1J77 pounds,
won three marches, one of which he takedowns, MacLean. tied the score at
Commenting
on
their
trip
to
Trenall
so excited!
pinned his opponent in 16 seconds earn- seven going into the final period before
ing him the Fastest Fall in the Division III pinning the Coast Guard Cadet and earn-

Losses To Amherst
Don't Dampen Swim
Team's Strong Seasons

better in their 111-72 loss to the Lord Jeffs
as they only won three of the ten races.
Sports Writer
Two of those wins came from Captain
Dave Shapiro '92 (100 breast, and 100
The Men's and Women's swim freestyle) whose races were the only
teams both concluded their seasons Feb- bright spots in a meet controlled by
ruary 15th at home against Amherst. Amherst. As was the case with the
Despite some strong swims from each, women the Amherst men started strong
both teams came up short against and never looked back leading 71-21 before Shapiro finally got Trinity its' first
Amherst's powerful squads.
The women were coming off a win. The third Trinity win came from the
strong 145-104 win over Westfield State 200 freestyle relay of Dave Lynch '93, Jon
(Feb. 12) in which they won 11 of the 14 Nusbaum '93, Jared Von Arx '95 and
races. Individual winners included Sarah Wayne Ogorzalek '95 whose strong swim
Stuckey
'95
(50
and
100 only made the final score a little closer.
breaststroke),Stephanie Cope '94 (1000
Both losses were no real surprise
freestyle and 50 fly), Kim Aquilar '94 to coach Chet McPhee who was proud of
(200 freestyle), Chrissy Hewitt '93 (50 the seasons both teams had. The men did
backstroke), Cheryl Buchanan '95 (50 not have a winning season but they lost
freestyle), and Natascha Kontny '94 (100 some close meets they could have won,
freestyle). Those good fortunes soon and for such a small team they did very
ended against Amherst however, in a well. The Amherst meet was only the
meet dominated by the Lord Jeffs.
third loss of the season for the Women
In the third meet in the new pool who were the strongest team Trinity has
the women were simply overpowered had in years.
by Amherst 111-86. Amherst jumped on
The women took their final record
the Bantams early, winning the first five of 6-3 to Bowdoin this past weekend for
races to take a 65-21 lead. The Lord Jeff s New Englands. The results from that
continued their dominance the rest of meet will appear in next week's Tripod.
the way with 15 points (88-73) being the
After their Feb. 22nd win over
smallest margin between the two teams. Bridgewater State the men's final record
Though the Bantams never would come stands at 4-5 with New Englands coming
close, they got strong swims from Cope, up this Saturday at Wesleyan. The men
Kontny and Aguilar who accounted for have been improving all season and
the only Trinity wins in the meet.
shouldhave some greatswims this weekThe men's team did not fare much end. Good luck to them.
BY PETE CUOMO

Introducing
Ronkin's New LSAT Premium Program.
Just because something hasbeen
obtain the highest possible score so
around for a long time doesn't
that you can get into the best law
necessarily mean it's good.
school. Because, as you know,
The Ronkin Educational Group is
graduating from law school doesn't
an innovative company 'thai has put
guarantee a job. You need to
together the-Jatest in research,
graduate from the best.
technology, and teaching
'- So don't take chances by
techniques in a new LSAT
going to an old test
course, We call it our LSAT
preparation company.
Premium Program and it's
Call Ronkin today.
been designed to help you 1 tfU C A T10 M A L Gft
0 (TPdeserve the very best.
You

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • Over 145 Locations Nationwide'

The College Mew C ^
Announcement
Registration for fourth quarter physical education begins next Monday, March 9 and runs
through the 13th. You need permission and
initials of the instructor teaching the course in
order to enroll. The add form must be signed by
your advisor and handed in to the registrars
office before Friday March 13th.

The schedule of classes is printed in the
January edition of the course listing catalog and
is also posted throughout the Ferris Athletic
Center. You may not register by phone.

Athlete of the Week

Tucker MacLean'95
The Athlete of the Week this week is wrestler Tucker MacLean '95. Last weekend
MacLean wrestling out of the 177 pound
class, captured the New England Title by
defeating a Coast Guard wrestler in the Championship match. The victory earns MacLean
an automatic berth to the NCAA Division III
Championships next weekend. MacLean is
the first Trinity wrestler to capture a New
England crown since 1986. He finished the
season with an impressive overall record of
13-2, including five pins. He was also named
as the New England College Conference
Coaches Association "Rookie of the Year" for
the 1991-92 season. Congratulations and
Good Luck this weekend!

The Trinity Challenge is going strong right
now. One competitor has already completed
his hundred miles and several others are closing in. Remember that individuals have thirty
days to complete the challenge and teams have
thrity-five days.
Basketball playoffs are set to begin this
week. It is important that all games be played.
A schedule should be in your captain's box
soon.
The spring intramural season sign-ups are
due in the next few weeks. Keep your eyes
posted to signs in Ferris or future Tripod's for
entry deadlines.

Statistics
1991-92 Women's Basketball Statistics (14-9)
Player
Chiodo
Hadfield
O'Connell
Moynagh
Toolan
Armstrong
Falcigno
Flynn
Sarmuk
Kupa

Yr
92
94
93
93
95
94
93
94
95
93

to
12.3
11.4
10.5
7.9
7.7.
7.5
5.0
4.9
3.5
2.7

Eg% Bj>g Af2g
37.3
45.6
40.3
33.9
44.2
41.0
42.1
45.5
54.1
41.4

1.7
0.9
3.0
2.9
2.0
2.3
1.2
0.5
0.3
0.2

8.4
7.8
3.6
2.3
3.8
4.9
1.0
2.7
1.1
2.6

1991-92 Men's Basketball Statistics (13-8)
Player
Jones
"McCoy
Almeida
Allen .
VanderHeide
Haffner
O'Day
Aiken
Rausch
Reh
Kinzeler
Burrows
Tomjinson
Shiembob

Yr
94
92
94
92
93
94
93
95
93
95
95
95
94
93

to
14.8
12.7
9.9
9.0
7.1
5.4
4.7
4.3
4.2
2.3
2.1
2.0
1.8.
0.7

Fg%
56.1
43.8
39.5
30.4
60.7
43.5
60.9
42.6
64.5
42.9
52.5
20.0
28.0
50.0

%g

Agg

7.9
3.5
2.7
2.6
5.9
3.6
3.1
3.5
2.0
2.3
2.2
0.7
1.7
0.3

0.7
1.9
3.5
3.0
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.7
1.1
1.3

1991-92 Wrestling Statistics (5-9-1)
Wrestler
MacLean
Pedersen
Kirkpatrick
Shaw
Roberts
Bligh
Falk
Taylor
Dunn
Burke
Zito

Yr
95
93
92
95
95
95
95
92
93
94
95

Bouts Pins W-L-T Points
15
5 13-2-0 70-6
9-2-1 50-12
12
5
15
0
7-7-1 31-28
5-7-0 27-30
12 ••• 2
6-0-0 23-0
6
0
4-10-124-43
15
2
1
3-10-C) 15-40
13
3-12-014-51
15
0
3-1-1
15-4
0
5
3-4-0 15-15
7
2
2
1-5-0 6-24
6

College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinneri
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are only $3 when you
order a meal between 6 pjn. and 8 p m
Monday Night - $3.50 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Htchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $3.50 between 9 p m and closing.
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MARCH MADNESS! IT'S AWESOME BABY! AWESOME!

Women's Basketball Surges At End
Of Season- Narrowly Misses Hayofis
Five WinsIn Six Games Not Enough To Gain Tournament Berth
BY MIKE GIARDI
Sports Writer
In what has been a very up and
down season for the Trinity women's
basketball team, Saturday potentially
marked the end with a 70-52 victory over
Smith College. While the Bantams do
hold an outside chance at being selected
for an ECAC playoff berth, if in fact the
Smith game was their last, they ended it
in fine fashion.
The game also may have been the
conclusion to the outstanding career of
captain Amy Chiodo. Chiodo, who holds
Trinity records for most games played in
a career (89), blocked shots in a game (8),
blocks in a season (63), and blocks in a
career (159). On top of all that, Chiodo
also is the fourth all-time leading scorer
in Bantam history.
Moving to the contest, Trinity felt
they needed a win to keep their playoff
dreams alive. From the outset, it seemed
as though Trinity was not to be denied.
They jumped out to a 14-7 lead behind
the inside tandem of sophomores Jen
Hadfield and Kate Armstrong. Both were
able to get inside position in the paint
and had several easy baskets. Yet Smith
hung tough, led by the play of point
guard Jennifer Ramsey. Her ability to
penetrate and pick up the pace of the
game brought the visitors right back into
the game, and gave the Bantam backcourt

middle of the defense, and she
struggled to find open players. As
her turnovers increased, so did the
Trinity lead.
With a little less than four minutes to play, Chiodo had a chance to
do what only three other women in
Trinity history have done. With one
morebucket, she would achieve 1,000
points in a career. Unfortunately,
Chiodo's shot rolled off a not so generous rim and Chiodo picked up her
fifth foul in the process. It was a very
difficult call for the referee to make,
and one wonders why, especially with
the number of times Chiodo was hit
on a shot attempt, he made the call at
all. If he had not been so lenient on
these uncalled fouls, this quest for
1,000 points would not have ended
two points short.
BILL
BERARDINO
Jen Hadfield goes in for the lay-up against Smith College as Kate
- Yet, the ever gracious captain
Armstrong, Kathy Moynagh (12) and Lisa O'Connell look on.
ended her career with class, not arguing
Trinity won the game 70-52 to push their record to 14-9.
the call as she left to a nice round of
all they could handle. If not for some of the half, and pulled away from their applause. The Bantams continued to
strong defense near the end of the half, unsuspecting guests. Chiodo was a ma- hammer away at the visitors after she
Trinity might have found itself on the jor force in their drive as she caught fire, left, and won by 18, 70-52. Trinity was
short end. Instead, their defensive inten- scoring several tough baskets from both led by Chiodo's 18 points and 9 rebounds,
sity,providedbyjuniorKathyMoynagh's the inside and outside. The Bantams Hadfield's 12'points, 8 rebounds, 2
pressure and Amy Chiodo's mere pres- opened up leads of as many as 15 points, blocked shots, and two steals. Kate
ence inside helped them hold a five point and during this time they became more Armstrong also chipped in 12 points, 8
lead, 31-26,at the half.
focused on creating havoc in the Smith rebounds, 5 assists, and 3 blocks in what
In the second half, Trinity looked backcourt. No longer was Ramsey able may have been one of her best games all
like a different team. They executed to have her way. The Bantam guards
please turn to page 20
almost flawlessly in the first ten minutes stopped her from finding seams in the

Men's Hoops Ends
Season With Two Wins
Four Losses Kill Playoff Hopes
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
Trinity's men's basketball team
recovered after suffering four straight
losses by defeating arch rival Weslyan
70-60, and thrashing Vassar 97-41. The
season was suddenly turning sour the
past couple of weeks for the Bantams.
Going into the Feb. 12 game against Williams the Bantams were 11-4 and looking prime for qualifying for the ECAC
tournament in March. But the floor fell
out from under the Bantams as they lost
to Williams, Manhattanville, Amherst,
and Wheaton. In all likelihood the
Wheatonlossofficially disqualified them
from the playoffs; the tournament only
accepts four teams from Trinity's conference, the NESCAC, and Trinity finished
fifth.
The last two games were an appropriate finish to a great season from a
young team that wasn't suppposed to
have that much success this season. The
Bantams ended up with a 13-8 record
that featured a thrilling double overtime
victory at Coast Guard, capturing the
Liberty Bank Classic title, a big win over
rival Weslyan and the Vassar thumping
being the exclamation point.
Last Tuesday Trinity met their foes

from Middletown and taught them a
lesson in defensive basketball The Bantams held the Cardinals to a dismal 35.2%
shooting from the field and were led
offensively by David Jones '94 and cocaptain Dennis McCoy '92. Jones was
unable to play in two of the Bantams four
recent losses and Trinity's shooting suffered in his absence, averaging just 39%
shooting in the four losses.
McCoy explained, "We try balancing the scoring with the big men and the
guards. When it happens we win, but
lately we have had a tough time shooting," Jones obviously helped Trininty's
shooting as he converted 7 of his 10 shots.
Jones was the high scorer with 22 points.
The Bantams got off to a quick start
versus the Cardinals thanks to McCoy
who scored Trinity's first seven points.
"I just came out and took control showing the younger guys the seniors will
lead the way and the rest of the team can
follow," McCoy said. The Bantams
would increase the lead when Dane "DNice" Aiken '95 blocked one of his two
blocked shots into Jeff Almeida's hands.
Almeida '94 fed Mark O'Day '93 for the
layup forcing Weslyan to call a timeout
with 10:25 left in the half and Trinity up
20-11.
please turn to page 21

Get Upl Greg Haffner skies in his attempt to block the
Wesleyan shot. He missed, but Trinity still prevailed, 70-60.
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